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Teacher And Daughter
Die In Auto
MRS. LISA TROTTER
Funeral services for a 33-
year-old Memphis teacher and
her eight year old daughter
were scheduled to be held in
the CME Publishing House on
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Bertha F. Trotter, an
algebra teacher at Porter Jun-
ior High School, and her
daughter, Naudia Lisa Trotter,
a second grade student at the
Alcy Elementary School, were
killed in a head-on collision
on Highway 42 near Sligo, Ky.,
about 1:45 Memphis time last
Friday.
The Rev. George W Trotter
III husband and father of the
Mishap
victims, was riding in the rear
seat of the car and received
cuts on one hand.
The Trotters, who lived at
2420 Sherrie Cove, were en
route to Cleveland, Ohio, for
an Easter weekend visit with
her sister when the tragedy oc-
curred.
Mrs. Trotter was the daught-
er of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ford
of 1534 Whitmore. She was a
See Page 2
LISA TROTTER
YMCA Branch In Drive
For 500 Memberships
The Abe Scharff branch ofl
the Young Men's Christian As-
sociation has announced the
organization of a membership
campaign for the month of
April, and has set a goal of
,.., SOO memberships.
Henry L. Jackson, chairman
of the Membership Committee,
reports that Rev. Theodore
Lightfoot, who pastors the Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral just
across the street from the
YMCA, is chairman of the
campaign.
The Rev. Mr. Lightfoot is
being assisted by A. C. Mont-
gomery. president of the local
chapter of Frontiers Interna-
tional, and popular young busi-;
nessm an.
The leaders have outlined a
program which includes active
participation on the part of all
board of management mem-
bers and a number of inter-
ested citizens anxious to aid in
the membership campaign.
Milton Thomas. executive di-
rector of the Branch, in dis-
cussing YMCA memberships,
said the branch offers an ex-
cellent gymnasium fully equip-
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Militants Fail In Attempt To Disrupt March
Tear Gas And Looting
Mar Memorial To MLK
Wilkins To Speak
As Testimonial
For Jesse Turner
The Memphis Branch of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People
will honor Jesse H. Turner at
a Testimonial Banquet to be
given on Thursday night, May
22, in the Continental Room of
the Sherator-Peabody Hotel.
Mr. Turner will be honored
for a decade of service to the
Memphis NAACP as chairman
af the board and president.
The guest speaker will be
Roy Wilkins, executive secre-
tary of the national NAACP.
Tickets for the banquet are
ten dollars each. Reserva-
tions may be made by calling
525-6057 or mail at 234 Hernan
do st.
Col. George W. Lee and Dr.
Vasco A. Smith, Jr., are co-
chairmen of the banquet com-
mittee.
Urban League
Pioneer Dies
In Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. — (NPI)
— Dr. T. B. Biggerstaff, found-
er of the Lexington-Fayette
county Urban league, has died
at the age of 66.
A native of Richmond, Ky.,
he received his DDS degree
from Nashville's Meha rr y
medical college, graduated from
ped for scheduled programs in
gymnastics, body-building, ex-
ercises, slimnastics for men
and women. basketball, soft
ball, volley ball, ping-pong,
arts, crafts and one of the fin-
est swimming pools in thei
area.
Mr. Thomas explained that
group discussions are part of
the regular program schedule
which deals with counseling
Knoxville college in 1921.
The dentist was active in
such groups as the NAACP,
CORE, the Northside Neighbor-
hood association, and the Com-
mittee on Religion and Human
Rights in Lexington
HONOR KING'S MEMORY — Senator Ed-
ward M. Kennedy flew into Memphis last
Friday to pay tribute to the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., and is seen here chatting
with Dr. Ralph Abernathy, president of
orehouse Glee Club AKAs
SCLC, during services on Plaza of City
Hall. The memorial march was staged on
first anniversary of the assassination of Dr.
King in Memphis. (Withers Photo)
Cite Mrs. Smith
for 
teenagersIn order to sustain the pro- Will Sing April 27 As Woman Of Actionteenagers.In
 
new equipment, includ-
ing a collegiate-size trampo-
line. an exercycle, vibrator,
bar bell and weight-1 if ting
equipment have been purchas-
ed.
Family memberships are en-
couraged in order to permit
all in the family to engage in
the exercises. Physical fitness
is a part of the national pro-
gram of the YMCA.
The Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA has served the Mem-
phis community for more than
20 years and continues to of-
fer community service that is
See Page 2
YMCA LEADERS—Rev. T. C. Lightfoot,
center, pastor of the Mt. Olive CME Cathe-
dral, is chairman of the current member-
ship cartipaign for the Abe Scharff branch
of the YMCA, and here he discusses with
The Morehouse College Glee
Club coming here Sunday, April
27, is the official singing body
of Morehouse College of Atlan-
ta. It was founded in 1911 un-
der the guidance of Professor
Kemper Harreld, one of the
first in the United States to
teach classical music to college
glee clubs and to organize an
orchestra which reached a
membership of sixty.
Professor Harreld was re-
tired from Morehouse College
Milton Thomas, left, executive director,
and A. C. Montgomery, co-chairman, presi-
dent of the local chapter of Frontiers In-
ternational. Their goal is 500 memberships.
•
in 1956, and is now director
emeritus of the Glee Club.
Whe he retired, one of his
former students, Wendell Whal-
urn, took over directing the
Glee Club, and with the excep-
tion of a two year leave of
absence when working on the
doctorate degree, has remain-
ed with the Glee Club.
Under the direction of Dr.
Whalum, the Glee Club has
become famous for singing
See Page 2
The thirty-seventh annual
Southeastern Regional Confer-
ence of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sor-
ority, Inc., was held during
the Easter weekend at the Hol-
iday Inn-Rivermont, and dele-
Council Meets Sunday
The Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Civic Clubs
will hold its monthly meeting
next Sunday, April 13, at the
Sarah Brown branch of the
YWCA at 1044 Mississippi blvd.
Frank Kilpatrick is president
of the club.
Deltas To Stage 16th
Breakfast For Milady
The 16th presentation of
Breakfast for Milady by Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority on Satur-
day, April 26 at 10 a.m. at!
Chisca Plaza Mote I, will
launch the annual May Week
activities of the organization
which runs April 26 — May 4.
This annual observance high-
lights the various charity proj-
ects which are a part of the
national five point program
carried out by Delta Sigma.
Theta on a national and local
basis during the year.
These include the Scholar-
ship Aid program; Mental
Health program; Library Pro-
gram; Operation Teenager;
Aid to youth returning from
training with the Job Corps:
and participation in a variety
of local civic endeavors as the
need arises.
An important feature of May
Week is the presentation of the
Mother of the Year, whose own
personal contributions as well
as those of her children, merit
her the most worthy from
among a field of other worth-
while candidates, submitted
by various club groups and in-
dividuals throughout the city.
Favorite features of the
Breakfast will include a fash-
fon show emphasizing styles
for the heavier figure from The
Bunny Shoppe on Union; an-
nouncement of scholarship win-
ners; presentation o f Delta's
Junior Miss of 1969: and the
awarding of valuable prizes
for Interesting gimmicks and
categories to guests present.
The general chairman, Soror
Charlene Turner, has just an-
nounced the schedule of events
and chairmen for the week's
observance:
April 26, 10:00 a.m. — Break-
fast for Milady, Chisca Plaza
Motel, Chairmen, Mrs. Fred-
ricka Hodges and Mrs. Pearl
Bruce
April 28, 4130 p.m. — Teen-
Age Charm Clinic. Sarah
Brown Branch YWCA. Mrs.
Margaret Wilburn, chairman
April 24. 7.00 p.m. — Junior
Miss Coronation, Miss Barbara
Mull, chairman
May 4 11:00 a.m — Joint
Worship — Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority Centenary Methodist
Church, Mrs. Myrtle Hentrel,
chairman.
May 4 4:30 p.m. —Sunday
Forum — Panel • Discussion
WDIA, Mrs. Donna Jone s,
chairman
gates of the 40,000-member in-
I ternatiOnal service organiza-
tion came from Alabama, Lou-
isiana, Mississippi and other
points in Tennessee.
One feature of the confer-
ence was a -women of Action"
public luncheon in Holiday
H a 11, with Mrs. Vasco A.
Smith, Jr., named "Woman of
Action' for the year.
The executive secretary of
the Memphis branch of the
NAACP, Mrs. Smith is consid-
See Page 2
Troublemakers were disap-
pointed last Friday when they
attempted to bring chaos to the
first annual Memorial March
for Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., on the anniversary of his
assassination in Memphis on,
April 4, 1968.
Windows of at least eight
Main St. stores, were shattered,
and a tear gas. bomb set off at
the south side of the plaza in
front of City Hall.
But before marchers had an
opportunity to panic, the Rev.
James M. Lawson, Jr., pastor
of Centenary Methodist Church,
seized a microphone and re-
stored order.
A surprise speech was given
by Senator Edward Kennedy,
senior Senator and a Democrat
of Massachusetts, who came
to Memphis for the observance.
He is the only survivor of the
four Kennedy brothers.
He remained following his
speech to hear what Dr. Ralph
Abernathy, president of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, said would be -the
second chapter of the Poor
People's Campaign.
Senator Kennedy was intro-
duced by Dr. Abernathy as
"the next President of the Unit-
ed States."
The Massachusetts Senator
told the gathering that like his
brothers, he was an admirer
of Dr. King, "who taught the
way of peace through social
justice for men of all r a c-
es . .
He said that promises made
a year ago to finish the work
that Dr. King started have not
been kept.
'Men still die in far o f f
lands; children still go hungry
in America; employers still
discriminate with taxpayers'
money; schools are still segre-
gated against the law; willing
hands go idle; men still live in
hate and fear of one another,
and wealth is still lavished on
useless and dangerous arms."
He reminded the crowd that
"my brother' was the first
President to commit this na-
tion to equality and civil
rights."
The senator vowed to fight
on, during his public life "until
the last remnant of poverty,
the last barrier to prosperity,
the last bostacle to equal op-
portunity are gone from Ameri-
can life."
After completing his speech,
Senator Kennedy told Dr. Aber-
nathy that he was going to
stay and hear the second chap-
ter of the Poor People's Cam-
paign.
Dr. Abernathy outlined what
he said are the five demands
in the second chapter:
"1. Free food stamps for
every family making less than
$3,000 a year;
"2. National Uniform Welfare
system, so that welfare recip-
ients in liberal states, like New
York, will not enjoy a degree
of relative comfort while their
fellow recipients in Mississippi
are forced to die from malnu-
trition and starvation.
-3. Government control of all
See Page 2
Boy, 4, Is Top Sleuth
In Easter Egg Search
About 150 children participat-
ed in an Easter Egg Hunt in
Glenview Park last Sunday aft-•
ernoon. It was sponsored by
the Cummings Street Baptist
Church, and some 96 dozen
eggs were hidden.
The hunt was supposed to
have been given for underpriv-
ileged children, but the ones
scheduled to participate were
somewhere else at the time.
Winning the five dollar first
prize for finding a golden col-
ored egg was Alvin Tate of
1222 S. Barksdale, and a mem-
ber of the St. Thomas Church.
Presented two dollars for
finding the silver colored egg
was Benjamin Howard of 1912
Netherwood, a member of Met-
ropolitan Baptist Church.
A four-year-old boy turned
out to be the champion egg
finder. No prize was offered for
the hunter in that class, but
Stanley Fifer of 1326 Engle-
wood located an even dozen
eggs.
The Easter Egg Hunt turned
out to be such an enjoyable af-
fair that the church has de-
cided to make it an annual af-
fair.
Allen Kirkw o o d was t h e
chairman of the Hunt. Rev.
Eugene Waller is the pastor of
Cummings Street Baptist
Church.
IN EASTER FINERY — These five young
girls all dressed up for Easter. caught the
eye of the photographer last Sunday as
they headed for services at the Seventh
Street Baptist Church. From left are Ada
Marie Warren, Claudia Mae Young, Reatha
Levy, Pinkie Johnson and Bettie Louise
Jones. (Withers Photo)
Collegiate Charity Ball.. .April 18... Club Paradise
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Teacher Morehouse
(Omidiaised From Page 1) I
graduate of Melrose Hig h (Continued Fran Page I)
School and held a bachelor's music from the major periods
degree from LeMoyse College of musk history, spanning
and a master's degree from
--ifrom the Renaissance throughMemphis State University.
ithe contemporary compositions.The Rev. Mr. Trotter is aai
' Currently, the Morehouseadministrative assistant at Mel-:
rose High School and a mini-jGlee Club has a membership
of 107 students and is the lar-ster of the Christian Methodist•
.gest fraternal organization On;
Episcopal Church, though he
the college's campus. The Glee
pastors no church at the pre-
'Club is a strictly volaintary or
sent time. Iganfaation, and its members
The bodies of the victims lay,receive no academic credit
in state at the Beulah Baptistifor their participation. Since
Church in the Orange MoundtFebruary of 1968 the More-
community from 6 to 10 P.m- house Glee Club has recorded
on Tuesday, and memor i a 1 two albums.
services were held at the CME• The first album was record-1Publishing House on Wednes-ed during a concert given inday afternoon.
honor of the inauguration of Dr.Officiating were the Revs. Hugh M Gloster, Morehouse'sT. C. Solidi, minister of the seventh president, and contains
Rock of Ages CUE Church, and ;excerpts from that program.William Smith, pastor of the ' The second album, entitledTrinity CME Church. 
-We Shall Overcome", contains
Aside from her husband and various Negro-Spirituals andher parents. Mrs. Trotter is'also songs rendered during the
survived by a sister, Mrs. Dale juneral services for Dr. Martin
Mann of Cleveland: and two Luther King, Jr.
brothers, Floyd Ford and Ray 
Ford of California.
Naudia Lisa Trotter was
also the grandaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Trotter of
2446 Vista Drive.
Interment was in the Rose
Hill Cemetery. The Royal Fun-
eral Home of Clarksdale, Miss.,
was in charge of arrangements.
HELP BUILD
BLACK PRID
For room-to-room mobility
lightweight molded tp lone color
cabinet. Charcoal & off-white color,
top carry handle.. Monopole antenna.
NO DOWN PAYMENT
6.60 MONTH
DEFENDER
AKA's
(Coatiared Friel Page 1)
ered "a symbol of woman
power in action in her commu-
nity."
In her acceptance speech,
she challenged all segments of
the black community to make
positive efforts to help erase,
poverty, frustration and hope-1
lessness from an otherwise af-
fluent society.
-Women of Action" awards1
were presented to 15 Memphis,
women who have put woman!
power into positive action in
their communities. Mrs. Samu-
el Chambers, vice president of
the Beta Epsilon Omega grad-
uate chapter of M emphi s,
made the presentations.
Cited for outstanding service
to their communities were Miss
Eunice Carruthers, Mrs. Law-
rence Coe, Mrs. Mary Walton
Collier, Mrs. Samuel Cross- helping young people develop
Icy, Mrs. Fred Dreifus, Mrs. into useful citizens.
Frances Hale. Mrs. Benjamin Last summer more than 5,-
Hooks. Jr., Mrs. Loretta Ka- 000 various services were given
teo. to those using the YMCA as a
And Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes, 
Mrs. Whittier A. Sengstacke, 
regular place for fun and fit-
.Sr., Mrs. Katie Sexton, Mrs.
Margaret Toler, Mrs. 0. C.
Suttles, Mrs. Charles N Ter-
rell and Dr. Juanita William-
son.
E 
The guest speaker for the
of Action" luncheon
was Thomas Jenkins, director
of the Southern Field office of
the U. S. CoMetission on
Rights. Tear
Weloujpigg Alggetes to the! 
conterace- *tr. Mayor Henry
Loeb, Atty. H T Lockard, ad-
ministrative assistant to Gov-
ernor Buford Ellington; Mrs.
Charles P. Roland, Memphis
Pan-Hellenic Council; and Mrs.
William Mardis, basileus of
the Beta Epsilon Omega chap-
ter.
Mrs. Richard Duvall was
chairman of the "Women of
Action" awards; Mrs. Maurice
Smith luncheon chairman, and
Mrs. Frank E. Delk, Jr., di-
rector of publicity for the
alumnae chapter.
Mrs. Harry Thompson was
general chairman of the re-
gional activities.
Ymca
(Continued From Page 1)
MESS
When asked to join the "Y,"
sign the application and help
keep this fine work moving
ahead, adults may make con-
tributions for youths who are
unable to buy a membership
card but who desperately need
help in their upward climb for
usefulness.
Woolco's Where the
Savings Are! Here's Proof!
Compact Portable TV
With 12" Diag. Screen
Only a foot high. . . fits in anywhere! Multi-col-
or cabinet sculptured in crisp, clean rectangular
lines. Deluxe video .range tuning system, mono-
pole antenna. Choice of exciting colors. And it's
handcrafted.
NO DOWN PAYMENT $5 MONTH
Zenith Circle of Sound
Solid State Stereo
Now hear stereo the way it was meant to be 'heard. Cy-
lindrically shaped speaker units disperse sound in a com-
plete circle. Solid State amplifier, Zenith Micro-Touch tone
arm. Grained Walnut cabinet with matching. speakers.
Attractive Contemporary styled in grained Walnut or
Mahogany color. 22,000-volt picture power, Perma-Set
VHF fine tuning, 61/4" front mounted speaker.
NO DOWN PAYMENT $9.60 MONTH
WOOLCO WOOLCO EASTGATE WOOLCO SOUTH GATE •---
3230 Jackson Ave.. 18 33 South Third Si. 5100 P urk Ave.
Open 10 o.m. 9:30 p.m. kinn.-Sol.
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Gas
(Continued From Page I)
prices on neccessities for hu-
MAD survival.
-4 The total rlimination
unemployment in the richest
affluent society in
world, even
government
and most
the history of the
if the federal
must be turned to as the last
resort.
of
''S. The welfare freeze that is
to become effective in July 1969
must be repealed and buried
as dehumanizing and totally
unrealistic legislation."
The Rev. Mr. Abernathy's ad-
dress came at the end of a long
program, and many of the
marchers, fearing a heavy
downpour from dark and heavy
clouds had started drifting
away.
The activities for the day be-
gun with the placing of a huge
portrait' of Dr. King in front
of Room 306 on the balcony of
the Lorraine Motel near the
spot where the civil rights lead-
er fell one year earlier.
Among the dignitaries here
for the march were Dr. Aaron
Henry, NAACP o f f i ci al of
Clarksdale, Miss; James Farm-
er, a founder of the Congress of
Racial Equality and now an.
undersecretary of Health Edu-
cation and Welfare, who pledg-
ed to -work around the clock
to make Martin Luther King's
dream come true:" John Lewis,
former director of the Student
Non-violent Coordinating Com-
mittee; and Miss D or o thy
Height, president of the Na-
tional Council of Negro Women.
Music was sung by the choir
of Tougaloo College, Tougaloo,
Miss., and a Freedom Choir of
Memphis. Mrs. Mertis Ewell
led in the singing of "America
the Beautiful," and Peter Yar-
row of the trio of Peter, Paul
and Mary, sang "Written in the
Wind."
r to-4Po-
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Two Sons Officiate
At Rites. For Mother
Funeral services were held
for Mrs. Philane Lawson at
the Warner Methodist Church,
Cleveland, Ohio, Tuesday April
9, 1 p.m., officiated by her two
sons, the Rev. James M. Law-
son, Jr., pastor of Centenary
A 'Soul Power" yell was led
by Tom Nelson, who was in-
troduced as a field secretary'
for the Community on the Movel
for Equality.
United Methodist Church, Mem-
phis, and the Rev. Phillip Law-
:son, pastor of St. James United
Methodist Church and Director
of the Inter-City Parish of Kai.
sas City, Missouri.
Mrs. Lawson,
seventy-three years old, w as
the wife of the Rev. James M.
Lawson, Sr, retired Methodist
minister.
Mrs. Lawson, was the daught-
er of Mrs. Floretta Blagrove
who lives in St. Ann, Jamaica,
British West Indies, Mrs. Bla-
grove will soon be one hundred
years old. Mrs. Lawson was the
grandmother of twenty - three
grandchildren. Six of her grand-
sons served as pallbearers at
who was her funeral.
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are owned 100%
by William "Bill" Loeb
(Opening Deposit Minimum $100.00)
5% interest
on New First National
Golden Passbook Accounts.
It's a Gold Rush, all right. But one with all the
risks removed. Because First National's new
Golden Passbook Accounts pay a guaranteed
premium rate of 5% every day interest. Each
account is backed by one of the nation's strong-
est banks. And is insured to $15,000 by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
But that's only part of the story.
On Golden Passbook Accounts you start earn-
ing 5% every day interest (highest bank rate
in Tennessee) from the day you put your money
in. And money on deposit for three calendar
months or longer may be withdrawn during
the first 10 days of a calendar quarter.
Oh, yes. Opening deposit can be as little as
$100. After that, you may make deposits in
any amount of $25 or more. Obviously, bigger
deposits mean bigger payloads. Which is the
name of the game in this exciting new thrift
plan of ours.
Drop in at any office of First National Bank
today and open your Golden Passbook Account.
It's the nearest thing there is to having your
very own gold mine.
elFIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS 
A FULL
SERVICE
BANK
WhIPMS. monism, MOM* FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORPI1001
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Orchids to the Rev. James
Lawson who calmed 12,000,
panic stricken marchers when
thugs broke Main Street win-
dows and frightened the march-
ers.
Memphis police are also to
be commended for not over
acting and confining their ac-
tivities strictly to the law break-
ers. The whole community is
pleased about that.
Sympathy to Reverend Law-
son who spearheaded a success-
ful Memorial in spite of his
saddened heart. His mother
passed away last Friday morn-,
ing, April 4, but Rev. Lawson'
carried the burden of the
march on his back.'
Scallions to the irresponsi-
bles who broke the windows
on what should have been a
sacred and non-violent day,_
Tiekets are available for the
Cattiolic Human Relations Coun
cil Banquet honoring Jim Law-
son as Man of the Year to be
held on Wednesday, April 9 at
St. Louis Roman Catholic
Church. A mass will be said at
6 o'clock and the banquet is
at 7:00 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha celebrat-
ed its 37th Regional CAnference
at the Rivermont 'with a
luncheon h o noring Women
Dt.4b1+4DER
of Action in the community.'
Most outstanding female wasi
Maxine Smith who is quite al
package. She is brilliant, tough
charming all at the same time.
Loeb visited and claimed he
never heard of the internation-
ally as well as nationally known
sorority. Papa Loeb also ex-
plained why they could not
have their thrice cancelled
dance; it was due to his curfew.
(An exaggerated unnecessary
evil). Sorors had spent the pre-
vious day with Ted Kennedy so
Loeb didn't move them.
James Farmer who is an elo-
quent speaker. made a brief
speech, perhaps the seasoned
Civil Rights leader would ra-
ther show them.
Ted Kennedy breezed in and
brought down the square. The
crowd did roar.
IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T
SAVE YOU MONEY... HE DOESN'T
DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS
Come see Tommy and Save. All he asks is
that you come in and Compare Price, Trade
and Terms at Union Chevrolet. You'll make
yourself a No. I Buy on the No. I Car.
_
2200 LAMAR
324-3671
Memphis Girl I
Gets Hospital
Job I
Sights not seen before:
Rev. James A. Jordan of
First Baptist Beale holding a
memorial service and doing
his Baptist thing in St. Patrick's
Roman Catholic Church yard
right under the statue of St.
Patrick with members of Beale
Baptist, Clayborn Temple and
St. Patrick participating. How
Ecumenical can you get. It was
in keeping with the ideals of
Martin Luther King.
Jessie Epps did a great job
as did Ralph Jackson and all
other members of the Memorial
Committee.
Bishop Durick also lent his
support to the memorial cere-
mony.
Rev. Ezekiel Bell has Negro
History books, now.
Hats off to WMC-TV for
memorializing D r . M arta'
Luther King. This has never
been attempted in Memphis be-
fore.
Men Will Sell
Barbecue Meals
At Mt. Moriah
n Oregon
ASTORIA, Ore. — Joyce Ann
Eason, 21, daughter of Mary
Ensley, 500 Sylvan, Memphis is
receiving on-the-job training at
V.A. Hospital in Vancouver.
Washington after completing a
course in Health Occupations
(nurse aide) at Tongue Point
Job Corps Center here.
The off-center training p r 0- 1
vides practice of the skills
learned in the Job Corps, f o r
a four-week period under actu-
al employment conditions, pri-
or to graduation from the cen-
ter.
Corpswomen e n gaged in the
extension training program
draw no compensation from
their "employers" but receive
their regular Job Corps p a y
and allowances, and the center
provides housing arrangements.
At the conclusion of the train-
ing period they return to Ton-
gue Point with an evaluation of
their performance and ma y
either be given additional
schooling or graduated.
Most of the graduates return
to their home areas to seek
employment.
\1111.1111/111114111/16=11/1M111111111/0The men of Mt. Moriah Bap-tist Church at 2634 Carnes in
the Orange Mound community
are serving a barbecue dinner
at the church next Saturday,
April 12, from 12 noon until
everything is gone.
The men will be sellinb bar-
becued ribs and chicken, cole
!slaw and potato salad.
The dinner is one of the fin-
ancial efforts leading up to
Men's Day on Sunday, April 27.
AN EASTER PROJECT — Members of the Les Uuniques
Social Club participate in many worthwhile projects, and
they are shown here in their latest, filling Easter bas•
kets for the boys and girls of the Beale Street Day Care
Center. In addition to making favors for the children of
the center, on special days, the young women give time
and financial assistance to other projects. Kneeling, from
PRAYER USUALLY CHANGES THINGS - SAYS:
JOEL JONES, 4243 So. LANGLEY AVE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
Take a good look at my pic-
ture. I started drinking at ele-
ven years old, continuing for
over 22 years. I wanted to stop
drinking and tried hard to leave
whiskey alone, but I could not
shake the craving. Many days
I- drankover a fifth of whiskey,
knowing it was ruining me phy.
sically and financially. My wife
reod about REV. COSTONIE
and we went together for pray.
er. He told my wife to go pur.
chase a t 2 pint of my favorite
brand of wh:skey. While he
prayed for me, a miracle hap-
pened. I tried over and over,
many times since. that day to JOEL JONES
• drink. It makes me sick just to smell whiskey or any kind of
liquor. Anyone with a problem — money, family, job — should
• do Irike I d d and call WA 4-4969 for an appointment. Or write
to REV. COSTONIE, he answers all who write.
I attended his church service on Sunday, 5001 Ellis Ave.,
Meet me in person. There's so much more to tell, how prayer
really changed my life.
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
During the year there were several major developments which provided a major turning
point in the solution of the pressing problems in the urban crisis. We not only regard these
problems as challenges to the ingenuity and imagination of a business enterprise but as
opportunities for an even greater contribution to the life and growth of America.
The year 1968 was one of the most successful years in the history of the NORTH CARO-
LINA MUTUAL Life Insurance Company. The Company's assets were increased by
54.202,387 to $98,313,816. Similar increases were registered in insurance-in-force, bene-
fits to policyowners and in premium income. All of these are reflected in the "Statement
Of Condition" outlined below.
Joseph W. Goodloe
President
DECEMBER 31, 1968
Prepared from the Annual Statement filed with the NORTH CAROLINA S;ate Insurance Department
ASSETS
Cash $ 1,487,044
Bonds
U S . Canadian and other
Government $ 2.500 592
State and Municipal  5.853,387
Railroad 
 4,802,297
Public Utility. U.S., arid
Canada . '... .  16.329,449
Industrial and Commercial 
 
 18,420,113 $47,905,838
Stocks
Preferred $ 525.4.3.4
Common 7 638 101 $ 8,163.535
Mortgage Loans
Conventional S15,894,348
Insured or Guaranteed  11.482,946 $27,377,194
Real Estate
Properties for Company
Use $ 7,028.436
Other Properties 
 
404,491
loans to Policyowners
Interest Due and Accrued 
Premiums in Course of Collection 
Cash Value — Policies on Officers 
Other Assets 
TOTAL ASSETS 
S 7,432.927
2,813.032
803.136
1.747.913
329,352
253,745
LIABILITIES
Statutory Policy Reserves S72,368.635
Policy Claims Currently Outstanding 
 1,741,692
Dividends to Policyowners 
 1,990,073
Other Policy Liabilities 
 14,785
Interest. Rents, and Premium Paid in
Advance 
 
294.058
Taxes and Accrued Expenses 
 1,536.992
Employee Benefit Reserve 
 521.192
Mandatory Security Valuation Reserve 
 
2,866,239
Other Liabilities 
 
112,319
TOTAL LIABILITIES $81,446,185
Contingency Reserve And Surplus
Reserve for Contingency 66,117,631
Asset Fluctuation Reserve 
 
2.000.000
Unassigned Surplus 
 
8.750.000 516887,631
$98,313,818 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SURPLUS   $98,313,816
=mien
70th Annual Slali~9
INSURANCE IN FORCE - $483,212,705
4; NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
MUTUAL PLAZA
DURHAM. NORTH CAROLINA 57701
Joseph W. Goodloe
BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
A. W. WILLIAMS
Chairman of the Board
Chicago, Illinois
JOSEPH W. GOODLOE
President
Durham, North Carolina
N. H. BENNETT, JR.
Vice President - Actuary
Durham, North Carolina
W. A. CLEMENT. CLU
Agency Vice President
Durham, North Carolina
*CLYDE DONNELL, U D.
Durham, North Carolina
W. J. KENNEDY, JR.
Durham, North Carolina
W. J. KENNEDY, III
Financial Vice President
Durham, North Carolina
M. A. SLOAN, CLU
Vice President
Horne Office Operations
Durham, North Carolina
ASA T SPAULDING
Durham, North Carolina
C. C. SPAULDING, JR.
Vice President - General Counsel
Durham, North Carolina
'A E SPEARS
Charlotte, North Carolina
THE REVEREND LEON H. SULLIVAN
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
MRS V G TURNER
Durham, North Carolina
C D WATTS, M.D.
Vice President - Medical Dimmer
Durham, North Carolina
JAMES I.4 NABRIT, JR.
Washington, D. C.
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Ar
left, are Mrs. Betty Rounds, Mrs. Ruby Prudy, Mrs. Ann
Humphrey and Mrs. Delois Scott. Standing, same order
are members Mesdames Dorris Tunstall. Barbara McKin-
ney, Susan Ford, Delores Pryor, Doris Hunter and Caro-
lyn McGlre. Members not Shown are Mesdames Delores
Smith, Evelyn Vavasseur. JoAnne Osborne, Tansy Dodson
Jerry Williams and Earline Maples. (McChristen Photo)
 Ammiumummer
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked In Memphis by Memphians
.....rushed rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.
Se
'Segue & Knott,
Hambilrger
.or Mot Dog 4
\ B
to 254
pkg.
BREA
varm:*1-`,*'‘
D Big 1/246. Sandwich Loaf 274Hogue & Knott
BROWN N SERVE
274ROLLS +10-gaii-A Knot+,t2.tQ Package,
We Reserve The Rgitt
To Limit Quantities
Ballard or Pillsbury
BISCUITS
Extra light31 oz. Cas
270
Sacramento California
,PEACHES
29 oz. Cans.
99c
411111.11111.111111MMIMMEENIESS
WI HONOR GOVERNMENT
later Ian
HASH
BROWNS
2 lb. Bag 250
Lux Soap
Reg. Size Bar -
4 for 290
Na &ton Seedless
Black Berry Preserves
28 oz. 490
FOOD STAMPS
Super Suds
'DETERGENT::
4 Limit Reg. Size
• 150
Morten
POT PIES
Chicken, Beef or Turkey
, 8 ". 150
Bird's Eye Sweet
WHITE
CORN
10 IL 170
Miracle Fluff
SHORTENING
3 lb. Can
390
Diamond
FOIL
Reg. Strength
12"x25'
190
Duke
Blue Lake
CUT
BEANS
10 ez.
170
rt.
• 1;
Omega
FLOUR
Plain or Self Risen
5 lb. Bag 490
Hogue & Koott
PORK
SAUSAGE
3 lb Bag 1.25
Krispy Kreme Glazed
DONUTS
14 oz. Pkg. 490
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER •
3511 PARK 3384 N. now 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 AN.to 7 P
rierritrffitfr.rfr: • 'P r*r r r er errre
4
tt- ttrP, P*Prit"Prr rel.! t r
DEFENDER SATURDAY, APRIL 12, 140
BENEFIT TEA FOR CHURCH — A benefit tea for the
Greater Adelaide Baptist Church was held recently at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oliver of 1293 Englewood with
Mrs. Oliver as the hostess. Mr. Oliver is a member of the
Dixie Wonders, and invited guests were the Star of Night-
ingale Singers. On photo are Mrs. Aleane Oliver, Julius
Neal, Curtis .8411681, Mrs. Dorothy Jamison, Charles Bras.
well, Mr. as! Mrs. Rice and Robert Clark. Proceeds
from the tea will support the church's anniversary serv-
ice in May. Rev. Andrew Tabor is minister of Greater
Adelaide.
Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated
No.1 — 3471 Poplar of HiglItarid
No.2 1471 Florioa at Parkway
No.4 .w 549 South Parkway East
661 Chelsea
No.7 — 452 East Sheitfy Dr;Yis
No.3 w. 4280 Macon Rood
No.9 2219 F:cr;ais
1.4,10 — 1478 Notional
No.11 w. 1506 East Broadway
OV•st Merrphis)
No.12 — 1152 Johnson
No.14 4701 Highway 51 So
No.15 — 2481 Dwight Road
NO. 16-315 W. M,rcilell Rd
No.17 w. 4571 Ouln-e
... 3990 Park A . if
No. 26 — 5201 Highw 1
No.27 — 1693 Lau,ierdele
No.413 2458 Chelse4 ^ venue
Outstanding Vocalists
To Sing At Trinity
Two of the city's outstand-
ing vocalists will appear in
recital at the Trinity CME
Church at 650 Wells ave. on
next Sunday, April 13, under
the auspices of the Woman's
24 issionary Society of the
church.
They are Mrs. Elizabeth
Parker Martin, mezzo sopra-
no, and Garmer Curris, Sr.,
tenor both popular city school
teachers and excellent artists,
They promise their audience
an enjoyable evening through
operatic, modern and spiritual
selections.
Mrs. Martin is the wife of
Thelbert Martin and the mother
of four daughters a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
and the Alcy Seventh Day
Adventist Church where she
gave a recital recently to a
standing room only audience
for the Adventist Men's Organi-
Rev. Gardner
Taylor Going
To Monrovia
Reverend Gardner Taylor,
pastor of Concord Baptist
Church in Brooklyn, has ac-
cepted an invitation of the Li-
beria Baptist Missionary and
Educational Convention to
preach in the annual session of
the Convention which will
meet in Monrovia on April 16-
23.
While Rev. Taylor was at-
tending sessions of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Baptist
World Alliance in Monrovia
last summer, the Vice-Presi-
dent of the Republic of Liberia,
Dr. William R. Tolbert, an out-
standing Baptist leader in Li-
beria and President of the Bap-
tist World Alliance, extended
the invitation to Reverend Tay-
lor to return for the Conven-
tion. In order to meet the
Brooklyn Pastor's schedule,
Baptists of Liberia reschedul-
ed their annual sessions from
early April to later date.
zation.
Mrs. Martin is a graduat,
of LeMoyne College and Mem-
phis State University and is
presently a reading instructor
at the A. B. Hill Elementary
School.
Mr. Currie is the husband of
Mrs. Eleanor Currie and the
father of one son. He is a mem-
ber of Trinity ChM Church,
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
and a social studies and art
instructor at Porter Junior High
School.
-The public is invited to hear
these outsanding artists. There
Is no charge for admission.
Miss M. L. McDowell is in
charge of publicity. The Rev.
William Smith is pastor of the
church.
PER'SONAL INVOLVEMENT Is one of the keys to Wilford
Smith's success managing the A & P supermarket in Philadelphia's
Progress Plaza, the nation's first Negro-owned shopping center.
Mr. Smith is shown adding up the weekly sales performance
turned in by his all-black staff of 70 employees.
•
PROTECT YOUR FURNITURE the modern way with attractive
custom,-made plastic covers from PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER
CO., %3229Summer Ave. in Memphis. Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Branch,
pictured above with their young son Gordon, use these convenient
zip-on covers to protect the furniture in their lovely home at 2855
Nathan from the wear and tear of everyday use. We offer you a choice
of clear plastic or one of the new color tints now available. Covers are
cut and fitted in your own home with craftsmanship and material
guaranteed. Cali 452-6541 for a free estimate from PROTECTIVE
PLASTIC COVER CO., 3229 Summer Ave. Budget terms available,
BankAmericard accepted.
Consumer Discount Dept. Store
1026 Firestone Blvd. • Open 9-9 Moni-Sat. • 527-8691
1 DAY SALE
Model SM 500E
Mobile Maid Top Load
PORTABLE DISHWASHER REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
• No Frost
• 166 Cu. Ft. •
• 155 Lks. Freezer
• Rolf Out
• AvoCCI,In Copoertone — White
• 5 Wash Cycles .. Doily Loads,
Pots and Pont, China-Crystal,
Rinse & Hold. Mini-Wash
• 2-Speed Wcists Action seith Aer-
ated China Crystal
Model TB,' 1 70D The Monterrey
COLOR TV
• Big Screen Vien,ng (23" diago-
nal picture size 295 sq. inches).
• AFC . Automatic Fine Tuning
Control.
• Slide Rule Tummy,.
• INSTA-COLOR
BEFORE YOU BUY CHECK OUR PRICES!!!
MASTER CHARGE • LIPTODO:PfdligingNPTAY • BANKAMERICARD
I GREATEST VALUES EVER
ON ENTIRE STOCK
MAJOR
APPLIANCES
eambio
STEREO CONSOLE
with Built-In Porto-Fi
• 270 Watts Peak "nor Power
• Solid State AM/FM FM Stereo Tuner
• Custom Tonal 1 Record Changer
• Big Sis.Speoker Sound System
• New Acoustcphonic Speaker Chant-
kw,
Varioble Wash Speed ,„ives
you any washing speed you
want — from Hand Wash to
Normal or any place in be-
tween. Matching dryer also
available.
PRESTONE
AUTO
,.,,POLISH s, 7, 58
VISTA
WAX
5 Oz. Can
68c
RED
CHILDRENS
SHOES
GOOSE
8.50
Vol.
8
GARCIA
AMBASSADOR
limit 1 Per Cust.
15000 C
3288
FAMoin LEE
PERMA PRESS MEN'S CASUAL 45
ft 10.50 Only
LADY MANNATTEN
BLOUSES
Reg. 6.00
244 GRUEN1, i „.„ ,..,-.,,,„,4 1688
Up to 55.00 Value
STP
ADDITIVE
Limit
tw.............................
OIL
3-Per Custemei 8
MEN'S
ARROW
SHIRTS
Limit 3
WHITE DRESS
5.3°
1y 366
Per Cyst
3 H P BRIGGS-STRATTON MOTOR
20" POWER
W 3388.Heavy Duty Built
gra
•
FINIS -- FOR A JO W
SO THIS IS WASHINGTON
By ETHEL L  PAYNE
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Significant in the aftermathlthe cocky Ky who arrogantly
of the attack by Senato r;tells off U. S. senators who
Everett Dirksen of Ill. against.want an end to the Vietnam
'The Big Parade
King, Eisenhower
Memorials Put
Leaders On Spot
By LOUIS MARTIN
Editor SENGSTACKE PUBLICATIONS
On Palm Sunday, shortly after the casket of
former President Eisenhower was removed from the
Washington National Cathedral for the procession
from the White House to the Rotunda on Capitol Hill,
a thousand citizens filed into the famous cathedral
for memorial services for the late Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Two such events in the same edifice for two such
Americans on the same day struck us as singular in-
deed. One automatically looks for common denomina-
re.
To be sure, the wide differences
between these two great Americans,
differences in color, in station, in age
and in achievement, are all too obvious.
Nevertheless, one thing they had in
common. They were greatly beloved by
many millions of their countrymen.
To be revered and loved by the mul-
titudes at this moment in our society
when the very atmosphere seems
charged with so much malice and hate
is a noteworthy achievement.
I can recall only one opportunity
when I had the chance to observe at close range Presi-
dent Eisenhower. This was in the White House when
the directors of the National Newspaper Publishers
Association presented to the President a civil rights
petition.
Roi Ottley, the late author and Chicago news-
man, was the only member of our small group who
brought a gift. It was a specially bound copy of his
new book, "No Green Pastures."
When we were ushered into the President's oval
office, we felt immediately the warmth and friend-
liness of that world-famous Eisenhower grin. His
complexion was ruddy, with the pinkish glow of upper
Clifford Alexander, Chairman war would be the target of all ! Rights Act. The brothers are class whites who love the sun.
of the Equal Employment Op-activist groups against U. S. The reading of the petition which reiterated the
portunity Commission last week!involvement in Vietnam. As it current demands of black America for civil rights
there was silence from William was, Ky went to the funeral laws and actions held his attention. The President's
H. Brown III, the newest mem- where he got a chance to hob
ber of the Commission. nob with such VIP's as former 
response was gracious but in the plethora of plati-
tudes there were no firm commitments. In truth we
Expressions of shock and of- phrey (on camera) and later, didn't expect any.
fers of support for Alexander a White House meeting with of the people in the ghettoes, The incident that sticks most clearly in my mind
have come from Republicans President Nixon. including the black militants was the presentation of the book by Roi Ottley. The
and Democrats alike, but no and the Puerto Rican militants. President upon taking the book thumbed through the
word from Brown. A former Meanwhile, Rep. Paul Find first few pages and noted that it was not autographed
Philadelphia lawyer, the un-ileY (R. III.) had inserted in
obtrusive Mr. Brown is a Re-Ti the Congressional Record for
publican, appointed by Lyndon i March 25th the names of every,
Johnson and just recently re U.S. serviceman killed in Viet.
nominated by President Richard nam through January, 1969.
Nixon. He is awaiting senate The list starts on Page H2048
confirmation. During the Los
Angeles hearing into bias on the
West Coast, held in early
March, Brown acquitted him-1
self well, bearing down hard on'
squirming witnesses, represent-
ing the movie industry and
big business firms. It was Sena-
tor Dirksen who accused
Alexander of harrassing busi-
nessmen and using punitive
tactics. Brown is reported to be
Nixon's choice for the next
' chairman of EECO.
Dirksen inadvertently boost-
ed the political stock of Alex-
ander. The handsome and'
debonair Cliff was born and
reared in Harlem, but his edu-
cation and background are mire
Ivy League School (Harvard andl
Yale) which could be some what
a handicap in the cool world of
the militants and the skeptics
In Harlem. But as of no w,
Dirksen handed Alexander a
halt and he could run for any
office with a good chance of
winning in New York.
•
Rep. Edith Green (D. Ore.)
who is Chairman of the House•
Labor and Education Sub-Com-
mittee on Higher Education,
has launched an investigationl
into student demonstrations on
the campus of Howard U. Last
week, she sent fellow commit-
see members Louis Stokes (D. ,
Ohio) and Albert Quie (R.
Minn.) to Howard to talk with
at leaders. The hard-
hitting lady from Oregon has
been boring In on the poverty
program, demanding revisions
and the break-up of some pro-
grams such as Headstart and
the Job Corps. Now, she Is
concentrating on universities
and colleges that receive a ma-
jor shere of federal funds.
• S •
Vice President Nguyen Clio
Ky., the flamboyant no. 2 man
in South Vietnam, took advan-
tage of the death of General
Eisenhower to enter the U. S.
along with all the heads of,
state who provided a sort of$
temporary unbrella immunity'
from anti-war demonstrators.!
Under normal circumstances,1
and runs through H 2169. The
names are listed by state and
hometown and by branch of'
service. The total is 31,379.1
This means that the fatalities
have passed those of the Ko-
rean Conflict and nearly one
third of these occurred since
the peace offensive began in
March a year ago. Findley got
his figures from the Directorate
for Statistical Service, Office,
Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Comptroller. While there is no
breakdown of deaths by race,
the estimated number of black
servicemen killed in action runs
a disproportionately higher
rate percentage-wise. Findley
Joined with 15 speakers on the
House floor, among them Con-
gresswoman Shirley Chisholm
at New York, in calling for
immediate withdrawal from
Vietnam. It appears now that
President Nixon who promised
during the campaign to bring
the war to an early end is
caught in the same bind as his
predecessor, with no end in
sight.
• • •
The man who could probably
give the best appraisal of The
Eisenhower Years is Clarence
Mitchell of the Washing-
ton Bureau of the NA-
ACP. Mitchell who has been
the chief lobbyist for civil rights
legislation for more than 20
years, has dealt directly with
every president since Harry
Truman. During Ike's adminis-
tration, Mitchell once clashed
head on with Secretary of La-
bor James P. Mitchell over
his claims of accomplishments
on civil rights and he waged a
personal battle over the ouster
of Mrs. Jane Morrow Spauld-
ing as Minorities Consultant in
the Labor Department. Mitchell
more than any single individual
was responsible for the 1964
Civil Rights Act, the most ef-
fective piece of civil rights
legislation ever passed by
Congress.
Sam Simmons, the new As-
sistant Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, has
some people worried about
his employment practices with-
in his division that includes
the Fair Housing Adminiexa-
tion authorized in the 1968 Civil
saying that he's not so fair to
"the blood." Secretary of Hous-
ing and Urban Development,
George Romney, plans to make
a walking tour of Harlem and
Bedford-Stuyvesant in Brooklyn
soon. He wants to get the views
At least half a dozen people
have received telegrams to
come to Washington for inter-
views for the vacancy at the
Democratic National Commit-
tee left by Louis Martin's de-
parture. The message was sign-
ed by Rep. Charles Diggs,
chairman of the Black Caucus
of congressman. There are
reports that Senator Fred Har-
ris, the new chairman of the
DNC, wants to do away com-
pletely with the minorities divi-
sion, as well as the nationali-
ties division, headed by An-
drew Valuchek. Harris has
received numerous complaints
about the omission of blacks
from the staff. The list of per-
sons includes Vernon Jordan,
Atlanta, director of the Voter
Education Project; John Dean,
of the staff of the Urban Coali-
tion in Washington; St. Louis
Publisher, H o ward Woods;
Clarence Mitchell III, Balti-
more, who is a State Senator
and Ofield Durkes, former aide
to Vice President Hubert Hum-
phrey
• • •
Weeks ago, this columnist
reported the possibility that
Secretary of State William
Rogers would become the next
Chief Justice of the U. S. Su-
preme Court when Earl Warren
retires in June. This has been
strengthened by new develop-
ments in Washington. The
prospect is not pleasing to civil
rights groups who see a further
diminishing of the liberal
character of the court. Rogers
has been criticized for his ten-
dency to vacillate and to steer
away from controversy.
Colin McGlashan writing in
the London Observer says that
what is happening in the streets
of America's black ghettoes
is nothing less than the birth
lof a nation. He is most im-
; pressed by "the cultural ler-
ment and the flowering of talent
and the massive outpouring of
creativity in the slums". Says
McGlashan, "It is as though,
after 40() years, there is a
Renaissance of the African vil-
lage arts." M cGlashan asks
the question whether Richard
Nixon has time enough and the
MARTIN
by the author. Roi offered to remedy this oversight
immediately.
With a wave of his hand toward his big desk,
President Eisenhower suggested that Roi sit at his
desk in the big presidential chair and with the Presi-
dent's pen inscribe the book. Roi didn't hestitate. The
picture of this distinguished, handsome black intel-
lectural writing at the President's desk etched itself
on all of our minds.
It was small gesture in a period when small ges-
tures of friendliness seemed to count. Whatever the
private thoughts of the President about our mission,
he had the capacity to charm and he turned it on
in full measure.
If the decade of the fifties belonged to General
Eisenhower as President of the United States, the
;decade of the sixties in many respects belong to
Martin Luther King as spokesman for restive black
America.
Black authors had been choosing such titles for
their books as "The Invisible Man" by Ralph Elli-
son, "Nobody Knows My Name" by James Baldwin
and "Listen, White Man" by Richard Wright. Soon
in the sixties the mood began to change and black
book titles began to show up with the words revolt
and revolution.
The Negro was no longer invisible, everybody
began to remember black names and the white man
was forced to listen. The hynotic cadences. of the
oratory of Dr. King stirred black and white audiences
across the nation and the truths he spoke were self-
evident. The Eisenhower era had ended and the
King era had begun.
With due respect to the good intentions of for-
mer President Eisenhower, the neglect of the growing
social problems by the national leadership during
the fifties served in a great measure to fuel the fires
of the sixties.
The massive resistence to the Supreme Court
decision of 1964 was a clear call to arms for many
blacks, especially the youth, who began to lose faith
in the promises of our democracy. Warnings of trou-
ble to come were given by Dr. Martin Luther King
and black intellectuals. The white man was not lis-
tening.
It was Dr. King who most clearly articulated
the mood of black America. He coupled his warn-
ings with a philosophy of non-violence and his forum
was the city streets. America began to respond, how-
ever, only when whites began to fear civil strife.
If the history of the last two decades teaches us
anything today, it should make clear that the na-
tional leadership cannot sweep the ugly, tough social
problems under the rug and keep the peace. Putting
the lid on these problems creates a pressure cooker.
All we do in this process is make certain that an ex-
plosion will come, sooner or later.
Our national and local leadership must deal forth-
rightly with poverty, hunger, racism now and not
try to buy time with slogans and propaganda. Black
militancy did not die with Dr. King and it will not
die until the black citizmnry becomes convinced that
will to bring about unity be. we are making substantial progress toward an open
tween the races society with equality of opportunity for everyone.
FACTS "ION NEGRO
eeA A. 504415
by
A SleMAI
, BORN 1624, WAS THE
FIRST KNOWN NEGRO CHILD BORN UNDER
ENGLISH RULE IN VIRGINIA. THESE FIRST
VIRGINIA NEGROES WERE NOT SLAVES BUT
SERVANTS. SOME BECAME RICH LAND-
LORDS AND IMPORTED WHITE PEOPLE
TO WORK FOR THEM.
lisksiftk
MontizO
gPlICALIST ON
AFRICAN AFFAIRS AND
HEAD OP U.S. DEPART-
MONT ON BEHALF OF
AFRICAN DIPLOMATS
IN THE U.N..VISITED
GHANA AND OTHER
AFRICAN LANDS. IN
1960 WENT TO PORTU-
GUESE AFRICA FOR
AMERICAN COMMITTEE
ON AFRICA TO STUDY
NATIVE DISCONTENT
THERE. IN 1961 WENT
AS SPECIAL U.S.
AMBASSADOR TO
NIGER TO CELEBRA-
TION OF ITS INDEPEN-
DENCE. HAS ALSO
BEEN ACTIVE IN DE-
VELOPING INTERRACIAL
HOUSING IN NEW
YORK AND PHILADEL-
PHIA.
Hari Mambo, A NEGRO
OF THE CAmEROONS, WEST
AFRICA WAS ONE OF THREE
AFRICANS WHO SERVED AS
BODYGUARDS FOR KAISER
WILHELM= OF GERMANY IN
HIS RETREAT AT SAN SOUCIf
POTSDAM. IN THE GARDENS
/How STATUETTES OF SEV-
ERAL NEGRO FAVORITES WERE
ERECTED. -
Send $1 for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club...315 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15219. Discounts on bulk orders.
Letters To
The Editor
Dear Editor:
Your recent editioral takes
exception to the action of the
American Jewish Congress
and the Civil Liberties Union
in filing lawsuits challenging
the constitutionality of gov-
ermental subsidies to private
and parochial schools.
You state that the "ante-
deluvian doctrine of separa-
tion of church and state" on
which the suits are based "is
doing more harm than good"
and is "now wholly incom-
patible with the modern re-
quirement of educational
commitments and responsibi-
lities."
If what you say of church-
state separation is true, it is
equally true of the public
school system itself and of
the principle of equality on
which it is based.
When Thaddeus Stevens,
Horace Mann and other great
Americans conceived our
tax-supported public educa-
tional system in the early
part of the nineteenth cen-
tury, they had in mind a
community of equals, open
freely to children of all faiths
races and economic and so-
cial classes. Because religi-
ous exercises in the p u bile
schools divide children into
those who belong to the dom-
inant majority and those who
do not, thus fostering inequal-
ity, the Supreme Court in
1948 held them to be uncon-
stitutional. For the same ba-
sic reason the Court six
years later held racial segre-
gation in public education to
be unconstitutional.
A child brought by his
mother to the door of a pub-
lic school cannot be denied
admittsnce because of his
religion, color of skin, cultur-
al background or economic
standing is different from
that of the dominant majori-
ty. Only a acnool urn to all
is entitled to compulsory fi-
nancial support from all.
It is for that reason that
the federal courts have con-
sistently struck down laws in
southern states providing
tax-fund support for private
schools which would be open
only to children of one race.
The same reason should deny
tax-fund support to schools
open only to children of one
religion.
Sincerely yours,
LEO PFEFFER
SPECIAL COUNSEL,
AMERICAN JEWISH
CONGRESS
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The widespread utilization of various narcotics and other
dependent drugs by young people is alarming!! Concerned
community citizens as well as ALL PARENTS should face
the facts and become informed about DETECTION. PREVEN-
TION AND TREATMENT of this disease. Some of the drugs
which are being utilized by OUR CHILDREN ARE AS FOL-
LOWS: MARIHUANA, HEROIN, COCAINE, DEMERO L,
MORPHINE, ETC Pep Pills, Pop, Hemp are common terms
used by young people. Statistics and true facts indicate that
some of these drugs are being used by grade-school and high
school children. It is interesting that the highest incidence
of "DRUG USE" is noted in the DISADVANTAGED AND
UNDERPRIVILEGED and THE ADVANTAGED CHILD. In
!our cotifused society the latter group may be the greatest
"USER" of these drugs because HE CAN AFFORD THEM.
Parents especially the so-called affluent ones should become
!aware of the probably pitfalls, and bad effects of WEALTH
MISUSE.
Q: What are some of the signs of narcotics
UTILIZATIONINOURCHILDREN?
A. The signs and symptoms may be as follows:
1. The child begins to do poorly in his school-work.
2. The child becomes sluggish, lethargic, listless and dull.
3. The child becomes irritable and wants to be alone.
4. The child begins to 'day-dream".
5. The child stays away from home without permission or
the time is not accounted.
6. The child acts strange with abnormal behavior patterns.
7. You can't account for the money being spent.
8. The pupils of his eyes may be constricted or dilated de-
pending upon the drug utilized.
9. The child becomes unconcerned about his dress and his
appearance (He or she will not wash properly, cut his hair
and wear clean clothes)
10. The child's thought processes and vocal deliberations
become incoherent, etc.
These are a few of the simple findings which may become
apparent in our children who become victims of the "DRUG
HABIT". If any of these signs are apparent including tin-ex-
plained chills, nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite. loss of weight
. , .SEE YOUR PHYSICIAN IMMEDIATELY!!
These drugs including LSD will directly and indirectly
cause deaths. A common cause of deaths in persons between
the ages of 19 years and 18 years is the resultant of DRUG
ABUSE PARTICULARLY HEROIN.
Why do the children utilize or seek these drugs? We live
in a changing world with changing concepts in the social struc-
ture i.e. THE FAMILY, CHURCH and the SCHOOL. Our
children are more dependent and seeking outlets for their
boundless energy and their roving minds. Parents have a
responsibility and the prime obligation to "SAVE THE CHILD"
from the ravages of drug abuse. The problem is increasing
In the GRADE and HIGH SCHOOLS. In many cases par-
ents are the source of the money supply.
The Misuse and DRUG Abuse in CHILDREN are quite com-
mon. This is a medical problem and every person in the com-
munity should solve the problem to-day.
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"M A GNIFIQU E CONTESTANTS - To
hold the title of "Miss Magnifique of Mem-
phis" is the desire of these three young
women who will be competing for the title
In the first annual beauty pageant sponsored
by the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity and its
auxiliary, the Quettes, at Hamilton High
School on Friday night, April 25. at 7:30
OPEN 24
HOURS II DAY
closed S'unday
immommin. 
New Viva 150 ct. Reg. 35C
Napkins 25(
Honey SuckleMeal Mix
2 Limit 5 Lb. Bag 350
Duncan Hines 3 FOR
3 Total limit 18 1/2oz.950
Cake Mix
For Controled Suric n automatic w she
rs
Dash Reg. 2.29
Sib. 13oz. 1.79
Blue Plate
Mayonnaise
2 limit 380
.-traNa • 
-
- red Montesi Sandwich Loaf 24oz.
Bread 190
Dinty moor
Corn
Beef
24oz. 454p
Jewel
Veg. Oil
at 490
Delta-- Frozen
Strawberries
5 Limit 10 oz. 5/1.00
Ma Brown
Apple 
Jelly
18oz 29*
p. m. From left are Misses Eunice Brooks,
South Side High School; Deborah Hardin,
Hamilton High School; and Ilenretta Win-
field, Northside High. All contestants. mem-
bers of the fraternity and their wives have
tickets to the affair. Proceeds will go to
the Glenview branch of the YMCA. (Gene
Robinson Photo)
LINCOLN ADDRESS - Delivering the 1969
address on President Abraham Lincoln is
C. J. Patterson, principal of the Kansas Ele•
mentary School. Seated from left are Mrs.
Patterson and Mrs. Rosa Porter, general
chairman of the observance.
First Black Shopping Center
Is 'Beautiful' To A & P Manager
PHILADELPHIA - Wilford
'Smith, black manager of the
A&P supermarket in Progress
Plaza, is a soft-sell salesman.
This is readily apparent in
I his conversation and in his
actions as he directs a staff of
more than 70 full- and part-
4.5rea-
•
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
.SOUTH-1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WH1TEHAVEN)
EAST-5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALI
111 4DTOWN-1620 MADISON
Morrell
sateor,%0 2 lb. Pail
2.39
Lucky Leaf
0, Apple
It Sauce
50oz. 650
Morton
k Meat Pies
8oz. 65v
Wilson Beef
Bif
Luncheon
Meat
12oz. 39*
Maxwell House, Folgers
fi
IC o lee . .Fr
Chase Sanborn, Maryland Club
Coffeee d   m  °n r Le I is . LC Ba n Canl5 c oi er • 
or
581, off any ipui
instant coffee or larger
Pork loin Roast per lb. 59c
CCoNTRy
Back Ribs per lb. 49.
Fred Montesi Country Style
Sausage
Gov't Incpectorl
Fryers
2 lb. bag 83g.
lb. bog 47;
(4 legged lb. 774 -
- cut up per lb. 34)
Fresh HAMBURGERGround
(per lb. 53c) 4 lb. pk g or more, per lb. 49.
Libby's 3 Limit
Tornatoe
Juice
46oz. 250
Wishbone New Classic
French
Dressing
8 oz 250
Breast O'chicken 280
Tuna Light Meat Chunk 652
Blue Plate
Bar-B-Q
Sauce 
290
Fred Mentes, Grade A Large
Eggs Doz. 490 
Morton House 36oz.
1Beef Stew 694A
Holsum
Peanut Butter
28oz. 690
'rt
FRED MONTESI
Mo.well House, Folgers, Chase & Son.
born. Maryland Club COFFEE. Lb con,
15e. Or Fred Montesi, lb can 14; or
58e OF F any 10 or instant coffee or
larger.
With coupon and 55.00 additional purchas•
excluding s,olu• of coupon merchandis•(fresh
mill, products and tobacco also excluded in
compliance with $tate Iger). Coupon expires
noon, Wed., April 16 ' Anti-Freez pur-
chase not included in coupon redemption.
ONF COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK
SoBuetlblern Smoked Hams
butt portion per lb. 58t shank portion per 16. 54
Choice Heavy Naturally Aged, shoulderk.
Beef Roast Clod or boneless cntr cut
Chuck per lb. 834
u
time employees in the spanking!
bright and bustling 17.30021
square-foot food center.
Smith's voice reflects pride
in his personal contributions
to the success of a real "going
thing."
His involvement is indicated
by his frequent use of "our"
to describe personnel (all
black), customers (83 per cent
black) and prices ("no different
from any other A&P.")
Smith has come a long way
to get where he is today after
10 years with A&P. First stop,
when he arrived 17 years ago
from Jamaica, was the baggage
room of a local railroad station.
The railroad, he says, was re-
sponsible for "the best thing
that ever happened to me." It
laid him off.
Like virtually all A&P men,
he started at the bottom but
moved up the ladder higher
and faster than most. His first
managerial post was a com-
pany store in Springfield, Pa.
In July 1967 he earned a Phila-
delphia store assignment at
2206 North Broad and remain-
ed there until he was named
manager of the big supermar-
ket at Progress Plaza late in
1968.
What's it like at Progress
Plaza? "It's beautiful," he says
"and when the lights go on at
night, it's even more beautiful."
Easy going and articulate,
Smith gestures expressively
as he talks about the super-
market, one of 16 business
establishments occupying 63,000
square feet of rental space in
the $1.7-million Plaza built by
the Rev. Mr. Leon H. Sullivan
and 650 stockholders of Zion
Investment Associates.
"Our personnel are all
black," he tells the interviewer.
"Department heads were select-
ed from other A&P stores. All
our people are experienced in
supermarket work. They were
selected for this store by the
company and me.
-
Customers? Our customers
are about 83 per cent black.
We take care of them all-
black and white. You can get
just about anything in this store
- 
soul food or Spanish
specialty foods."
BUSINESS? "COMFORT-
ABLE."
How is business? "We don't
like to quote figures,- Smith!
says, "but it has been more
than comfortable. We do our
, best to satisfy all our cus-
tomers, and we try to serve all
their food needs.
"Our black customers ap-
proach shopping much like
everyone else. They are just as
fussy about meat cuts a n d
fresh produce, and they want
their families to have the best
they can get."
Progress Plaza food shoppers
are unusual in one respect.
Some of Smith's customers
come from New Jersey and
upstate Pennsylvania to shop
at his store. He also has at-
tracted customers from neat
by chain competitors.
The landlord, the Rev. Mr.
Sulliv a n. who is nationally
known as the creator of Op-
portunities Indu strialization
Centers, is a regular customer.
Sometimes he brings Mont
groups from foreign countries
to show them the shopping cen-
ter.
Manager Smith has many
other visitors, weekly student
tours from nearby schools, jour-
nalism and other students front
Temple University, reporter,
from newspapers and maga
znes, and broadcasters.
The effect of all this on
Smith? More responsibility,
more money, more challenge.
But his family (wife and two
children) "is very happ y"
about the new job, and he still
finds time for leisure activity
with them.
Red Cross Art Exhibit
Will Be The Largest
The largest single art exhibit and second place will be award-
in the history of Memphis and.
Mid-S outh will open 
ed to White Station for 15 win-
theatners. The winning paintings
Southland Mall Saturday andI
continue through April 13, it will be s
ubmitted for area-wide
Lwuatshearnnto‘nudnecrehdilit,od bethehreeld 
will 
AbetIcaonintae,judging
the Memphis Area Chapter's a part of the International Art
Mrosf. an w
chairmanay   by
The International School Art tions around the world.
Red Cross youth. exhibit which is shown in na-
Program, sponsored by t h e
American Red Cross and t h e 
The young artists whose work
Nation al Art Education As. 
will be included in the nearly
isociation, will show combined 9--
00
exhibits of local, national, and 
paintings to be shown here,
represent local city, county,
International art totaling nearly 
private and parochial schools,
900 paintings, drawings a n d 
other cities across the nation,
sketches. 
and 20 foreign countries.
Two local high schools will re. The entire exhibit will be
ceive awards at an open houseshown at Southland Mall, April
to be held on Sunday afternoon,! 4-13. Winning paintings will be
April 13, from 3 until 5 p. m., exhibited at the Memphis Pub-
Oakhaven High School will re-;lic Library. April 14-27, and at
ceive the top award for sub- Brooks Art Gallery beginning
mitting 21 winning paintings,j May 19.
Some Veterans Qualify
For $20,000 Insurance
Veterans eligible for special
G .1. insurance because of serv-
ice - connected disabilities'
may now apply for this
coverage any time within A
year after notification by the
Veterans Administration of
their disability rating.
The VA said that previously
application had to be made
within a year after VA's de-
termination of the disability
rating. He emphasized that the
year starts from the date on
the VA notification-not the day
the veteran receives it. ,
The coverage is under the
National Service Life Insurance
program and provides policies
of up to $10,000 for men dis-
able in service who often have
difficulty getting commercial
insurance. It is in addition to
coverted Servicemen's Group
Life Insurance for which vete.
rens may apply after separa.
lion form service.
The VA said that for the
disabled veteran to be eligible
for NSLI coverage he must be
in good health except for his
service-connected disability.
Veterans may covert SGLI
regardless of disabilities
or health conditions. They must
apply within 120 days after
discharge to one of the nearly
600 companies VA has approv-
ed to handle converted SGLI
policies.
Maximum coverage under
this program is also $10.000.
Thus, a disabled veteran
eligible for both NSLI and a
low-cost, converted SGLI po-
licy may be covered up to
$20,000.
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SEE AND PLAY
TV'S NEWEST GAME
$100
WINNER
• •
UP TO
$500
-
1.1"14  At19:177
47 y
Mrs.
Alberta
Burr
705 HASTINGS
1st. Rice Winner Receives $2
2nd. Race Winner Rec,eives $5
3rd. Race Winner Receives $1 0
4th. Race Winner Receives $100
5th. Race Winner Recc!vcs $103
Plus...Now
2nd. Noce Winners In
Each Race Eow Reccive
$1 Cash. More Winners
Than Ever!
Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Drees at Florida's
beautiful Tropical Park for five
.complete thoroughbred races
every week. For a chance to
WIN one of the hundreds of
BIG CASH PRIZES awarded
in this area for each show, get
your FREE Game Card at.
Everyone has "FUN AT THE RACES"
In Color
Channel 5
WMC TV
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Back To Africa Bill
While American Negroes are
struggling for the recognition of
their civil rights and relevant con-
stitutional status in this land of
staggering affluence, a bill, which
would negate the purpose and in-
tent of the black struggle, has been
introduced in Congress by Rep.
Robert Nix, a Philadelphia Negro
Democrat.
The bill calls for the United
States to offer black Americans a
chance to settle permanently in Af-
rica. It would have Uncle Sam buy
land for each emigrant and pro-
vide free transportation, a house,
health benefits and up to $7,000 a
year until permanently settled.
The measure also calls for
compensating the African states by
building bridges, dams for hydro-
electric power, railroads, telephone
and telegraph systems, draining
marshlands, dredging harbors and
defoliating jungles.
This attempt at repatriation of
the Negro through legislative en-
actment or voluntary resolution has
been tried before. The late Sen. Bilbo
of Mississippi, arch enemy of the
Negro people. proposed a similar
measure to Congress in 1938. His
proposal was aimed at ridding the
United States of the white man's
burden of responsibility for Ameri-
ca's blacks.
The late Marcus Garvey, an
eloquent, visionary Jamaican, had
created an empire for himself in
Harlem by promoting a back-to-Af-
rica movement. Parading every
Sunday in gaudy naval regalia and
with scores of shiny brass bands
playing martial tunes, the move-
ment spread like prairie fire and
was smothered only after Garvey
was convicted and deported for
fraudulent use of the mail.
The movement was launched
under the aegis of the UNIA which
stood for Universal Negro Improv-
ment Association. But Garvey's
critics jokingly translated those ini-
tials into "Ugliest Negroes in
America."
Nevertheless, Garvey's contagious
rhetoric succeeded in stirring the
deepest emotions in the heart of
black America. Hopes for a demo-
cratically reconstructed America had
vanished when black soldiers re-
turned home from the Western
Front of the First World War only
to be segregated and lynched.
It is evident that Rep. Nix is
unfamiliar with the traumatic his-
tory of those days. With a little
perception of the stance of contem-
porary events, he should know that
his proposal would play havoc with
the crusade for civil rights and the
incandescent drive for black power.
With a subordinate plan to sub-
sidize and modernize the African
states that accept the compact, Mr.
Nix's proposal is even more gran-
diose than Marcus Garvey's. The
Philadelphia Democrat's scheme is
a fantasy with all the built-in fea-
tures of Alice in Wonderland.
Causes Of Urban Crisis
The search for data to measure
and clearly identify the chief cause
of urban uprisings is being pursued
relentlessly and with scientific ob-
jectivity. The Urban Institute, the
new "think tank" for cities has
been hard at work on this problem.
Begun last April with the support of
the White House, it has received
$9-million from sources that include
the Ford Foundation and the De-
partment of Housing and Urban De-
velopment. It is well staffed with
scientists and professionals.
This shouldn't be too difficult
a quest. The N4tional Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders
found a year ago that white racism
was at the bottom of the disorders
that erupted in the cities for three
consecutive summers. The commis-
sion had examined with meticulous
care all economic and social sources
Incidental to the racial aspect of the
problem before reaching its con-
clusion.
Testing the validity of this
conclusion, the Urban Institute sent
a team of seasoned investigators to
San Francisco, which was putting
up for vote a bond issue to finance
a swimming pool and park in the
center of a Negro section.
Questions were asked of white
voters before, during and after the
balloting to determine their mo-
tives and what lay behind them.
The bond issue was voted down.
The results of the survey have
been brought to Washington and
the Institute is evaluating the ans-
wers.
It is hoped that the findings
will help determine the nature and
extent of white racism and what
can be done to combat it. One thing
is becoming increasingly clear, that
is the riots did not emanate from an
organized black plot to commit vio-
lence, just for the sake of it. Not
only do these eruptions have socio-
logical causation, their racist impli-
cations too are a part of the whole
tragic drama.
Democratic Reform
A Democratic Party Commis-
sion on Party Structure and Dele-
gate Selection suported the pledge
by its chairman, Sen. George Mc-
Govern of South Dakota, that the
Democrats will never have "another
convention like the one we had in
1968."
McGovern told the 25 Commis-
sion members at a public session
that the bitter aftermath of Chica-
go has "taught Us that something is
fundamentally wrong with our par-
ty."
"We will not," he declared, "be
weak-kneed on the hard questions
of political reform."
There is nothing inherently un-
democratic about a national con-
vention. With meaningful reform,
it is an institution well worth pre-
serving. But, for much too long
now, national conventions have
largely been the private domain of
the rich, the white and the party
regular.
The strong reform elements
appear to hold a commanding ma-
jority on the executive committee. In
addition to McGovern and Senator
Harold E. Hughes of Iowa, its re-
form-minded members include: Wil-
ham Dodds, head of the Washing-
ton office of the United Auto Work-
ers; Frederick G. Dutton, a top
campaign aide to John and Robert
Kennedy; and Dr, Aaron E. Henry
of Mississippi, Negro leader of, the
challenging delegation which oust-
ed the white Mississippi regulars in
Chicago.
The main interest centered on
the meaning of the new ccmvention
rule requiring State Demccratic
parties to make all feasible efforts
to assure that delegates are select-
ed through party primary, conven-
tion of committee procedures open
to public participation, within the
calendar year of the national con-
vention.
The commissioners must not
overlook the need for keeping the
heat on the recalcitrant Southern
states. They must be brought in
line with the convention rules if
they intend to remain in the party.
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TO BE EQUAL
Grim Anniversary
By WHITNEY M. YOUNG, JR.
One year ago — on April 4 — Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. was shot and killed in Memphis. His killer is now behind
bars, but investigations should be pursued vigorously into evi-
dence of a conspiracy.
The verdict of the court is in, but what of
the verdict of the nation, whose shame is not
erased? The meaning of a man's death is in his
life — what he fought for and what he stood for?
Dr. King was a leader in a great national crusade
to cleanse the blot of racism from the tortured
past and the sustained present.
How far have we as a nation come in pursuing
the goals for which Dr. King laid down his life?
Sadly, the answer is that little progress has been
made.
MY VIEW
It Is Now One Year After
By Benjamin E. Mays
It was one year ago, on April 4,
that Martin Luther King, Jr., was slain
in Memphis. One year later, James Ear!
Ray has confessed to the murder. Now
he is reversing himself, saying he is not
guilty, and that he wants to stand trial.
I still fear that every effort will be
put forth to free this man or to get him
a lighter sentence.
The world has
mourned Martin
Luther's death.
Perhaps no man
in our time has
made such an im-
pact on the world
as Doctor King —
not even John and
Robert Kennedy.
Even the people
who hated D r.
King have gotten . Benjamin IAovs
on the bandwagon and are singing his
praises. There are those who rejoiced
in his death who are now willing to do
a little something to memorialize him.
This willingness to do something to per-
petuate his memory, now that he is
dead, is widespread. It is relatively easy
to name streets, boulevards and build-
ings for Dr. King. It is relatively easy to
establish scholarships and professor-
ships in his memory, and to dedicate
books to him. Many institutes and se-
minars will be and are being established
to keep his memory alive. Libraries are
being built in his honor. All these things
are indeed wonderful and need to be
done and are being done.
But let us not forget that there
'are those who are shouting loudly say-
ing that the Negro can be completely
emancipated only through a more vio-
lent way. There is a movement on foot
either innocently or deliberately to dis-
credit Martin Luther's program. Of
course, this cannot be done. Jesus pur-
sued the non-violent way, and his philo-
sophy of love and good will has not been
discredit. Ghandi and Nehru used the
methods of non-violence and they have
not been discredited.
We must not forget that what Ne-
groes have achieved in the last quar-
ter of a century has come mainly
through the non-violent works of the
NAACP, the SCLC, and other non-Vio-
lent organizations. It should also be re-
membered that the non-violent pro-
grams of Dr. King were militant, ac-
tion programs. They were not the way
of cowards, "Uncle Toms," and appea-
sers. His programs of action called for
more courage than most people have —
far more courage than the violent ones
who commit their dastardly deeds and
run away.
It is all well and good to memorial-
ize Dr. King in brick, stone and mortar.
It is wonderful to establish scholar-
ships and fellowships in his name; but
unless we who love him rededicate our-
selves to a program of militant non-vio-
lence, so that his memory will be kept
alive by helping further to emancipate
black 'people, we will not appropriately
celebrate the anniversary of his death.
It is so easy to discard a man by erect-
ing monuments to him. Although the
philosophy of Jesus is still alive, we
worship him in buildings, songs and ser-
mons far more than we worship him in
-deeds. Let us rededicate ourselves to
the philosophy of Doctor King.
Views And 0 pinions
Dear Editor.
Your recent editioral takes
exception to the action of the
Amerier n ; ewish Congress
and the Civil Liberties Union
in filing lawsuits challenging
the constitutionality of gov-
ermental subsidies to private
and parochial schools.
You state that the "ante-
deluvian doctrine of separa-
tion of church and state" on
which the suits are based "is
doing mon harm than good"
and is "a- 4 wholly incom-
patible wit' the modern re-
quirement of edueational
commitmehts and responsibi-
lities."
If what you say of church-
state separation is true, it is
equally true of the public
school system itself an of
the principle of equality on
which it is based
When Thaddeus Stevens,
Horace Mann and other great
Americans conceived our
tax-supported public educa-
tional system in the early
part of the nineteenth cen-
tury, they had in mind a
community of equals, open
freely to children of all faiths
races and economic and so-
cial classes. Because religi-
ous exercises in the p u bile
schools divide children into
those who belong to the dom-
inant majority and those who
do not, thus fostering inequal-
ity, the Supreme Court in
1948 held them to be uncon-
stitutional. For the same ba-
sic reason the Court six
years later held racial segre-
gation in pubtie education to
be unconstitutional.
A child brought by his
mother to the door of a pub-
lic school cannot be denied
admittance because of his
religion, color of skin, cultur-
al background or economie
standing is different from
that of the dominant majori-
ty. Only a school open to all
is entitled to compulsory fi-
nancial support from all.
It is for that reason that
the federal courts have con-
sistently struck down laws in
southern states providing
tax-fund support for private
schools which would be open
only to children of one race.
The same reason should deny
tax-fund support to schools
open only to children of one
religion.
It is a regrettable fact that
Several weeks before Dr. King's assassination the Kerner
Report was issued, warning that the nation is moving toward
two societies, separte but unequal. Now, the Urban Coalition
and Urban America have issued another report — One Year
Later — studying what has been done about the Kerner Com-
mission's recommendations. Their conclusion: "The nation
has not reversed the movement apart. Blacks and white re-
mains deeply divided in their perceptions and experiences of
American society."
All of thil indicates that Dr. King will have died in vain
unless those of us who believe in creating a better society re-
double our efforts to win what he fought for.
April 4 was a day of renewed mourning; a day of cere-
monies honoring Dr. King's memory. The best way to pay tri-
bute to this great fighter for human rights is to rededicate our-
selves to the ideals he represented.
efforts to achieve complete
racial integration in north-
ern schools are accelerating
an exodus from public to pri-
vate white schools. Religious
leaders of all faiths are
aware of this and are great-
ly troubled by it. But if tax-
raised funds, Federal and
state, are poured into private
schools, it cannot but accel-
erate the exodus of middle
class white (and a few mid-
dle class non-white) children
to the private schools, leav-
ing the public school as an
institution for society's re-
jects.
Prime among those was equality. It was Martin Luther
King's dream that one day there would be an America in which
whites and blacks would be full partners in equality. He fought
against the evils of segregation and the more subtle evils of
discrimination. That fight must be continued.
After Dr. King's death, a wave of shame and remorse
swept the country. Whites and blacks alike pledged themselves
to become more concerned with ending poverty and with help-
ing the dispossessed. Now the time has come to rekindle the
flame of morality; to fulfill those pledge and promises.
Individulas have to rededicate themselves to volunteer
their time, their energies, their influence, to the cause of
bringing justice and equality to this nation which lacks those
qualities to such a glaring degree.
And April 4 is also a day to reaffirm our belief in non-
violence. If Dr. King's name is associated with anything, it is
associated with the concept of non-violence. That such a great
man of peace should die a violent death only underscores his
unswerving belief in non-violent challenges to the society. He
correctly saw that violence only breeds counter-violence, creat-
ing a never-ending circle of oppression that can only doom
our efforts to create a just society.
We all have a responsibility to work for change, but the
greatest burden must be with those who have the power. This
first anniversary of the tragedy that befell all Americans would
be an ideal time for the nation's leaders in government, labor,
and industry to declare their commitment to bringing about
equality for all.
Great questions are in the balance: whether our trillion-
dollar economy can support a war on poverty; whether it can
build decent housing and provide jobs and education for all.
The answers could decide whether our cities and our hopes
for true democracy will survive.
One way to insure that they will is for all of us, black
and white, rich and poor, to work for change in the same
Spirit that Martin Luther King, Jr. worked to make his dream
of a united America a reality.
The crux of the matter is
that if we remain committed
to a public educational sys-
tem in which every child
shall be equal, it can be
achieved only if our public
schools open to all are not
required to compete for tax-
raised funds with privately
controlled schools open only
to a select few.
Sincerely yours,
ONLY IN AMERICA
UFO Myth Should
Be Preserved
LEO PFEFFER,
SPECIAL COUNSEL, /
AMERICAN JEWISH
CONGRESS
By HARRY GOLDEN
The Air Force commissioned physicist Edward Condon
to conduct an investigation and issue a report on the Uni-
dentified Flying Objects. After two years and $500,000, Pro-
fessor Condon and the scientists he directed have concluded
there are no such things as UFO's
This is hardly a surprising conclusion. I am wondering
if it a worthwhile one. Exploding a myth is another way
.of perpetuating it.
.If someone wants to subscribe to the
notion that a supra-intelligent creature
from Mars would want to contact earth-
beings in Pocatello. Idaho, instead of the
earth-beings in New York City or even in
Should we take away flying saucers
from people who deep down really believe
there are extra-terrestial beings anxious to
contact us? No we shouldn't. God knows
what these students of the arcane and mys-
terious and inexplicable will start believeing
next.
the Congress of the United States, I say do not abuse this
notion. The country has always subscribed to the notion that
New York is a wonderful place to live but I wouldn't want
to visit there. If I lived in Florence, S. C., I would believe
it wsa the hub of the universe no matter what President
Nixno said about the corridors of power elsewhere or the
fashion magazines said about Italian couturiers or even
Metronome about the New York Philharmonic. I am all
for the UFO's as long as rural folk keep them to home_
Now, however, the Air Force and Professor Condon
have robbed Pocatello and Florence of the one advent they
might legitimately hope for. The cruelty of it all staggers
the mind. It is as though God said "No no" to Bethlehem.
A lot crazier hallucinations have invested the mind than
sighting a saucer spinning purposefully through space. Very
intelligent physicist computer-sports, generals and aviators
are zipping through space at the cost of millions - or is it
billions of dollars? — and man hours for purposes which
somehow still elude me and other editors.
We are a quid pro quo people. We know if we water our
stock at Jed's hole without paying him tribute, Jed is going
to burn down our shack. The way to keep peace is to shoot
Jed first.
This is the logic behind the flying saucers so far sight-
ed. Who knows what we will disturb in space? Extra-ter-
restial beings are therefore casing our shack, as it were.
Therefore, whatever we disturb we disturb with justice.
This is more than logic, this is patriotic fervor.
Substract the flying saucers from our lives and the
folks in Pocatello and Florence are going to start worrying
about the devil again They see the devil in some strange
places — in the universities, the state department, and
Indian Reservations. If we have to have a devil, for God's
sake (no pun intended) let's keep him in a UFO.
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Twenty years
We dreamed of a camera so simple,
it would make picture-taking almost
as easy as opening your eyes.
We dreamed of a camera that would
let you see a moment—anywhere, in any
light—and own it, 60 seconds later, in
a big color print more beautiful than
any you've ever taken.
A camera priced so low that just
:-"ITS.1174tiPSPNIPP
o,we dreamed of a camera.
about everybody could afford one.
It seemed almost impossible.
Today, Polaroid announces that
camera: the totally new Colorpack II.
With an electric eye and an elec-
tronic shutter that set the exposure
automatically.
Now picture-taking is almost as easy as opening your eyes.
A beautifully sharp 3-element lens.
An ingenious viewfinder that
makes it easy to judge distances.
It uses flashcubes, so you can shoot
four fast pictures in a row.
It uses pack film(color or black-and-
white) so you can load in seconds.
All this at a staggeringly low price.
Some dreams come true.
Polaroid announces
the all-new Colorpack II
• Suggested list price POLAROIDO
•
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DEFENDER
MEMPHIANS, as well as visitors, who attended the 15th An-
nual Living Ads Charity Ball of J-U-G-S, Inc., last Friday night
March 28th at the Holiday Inn-Rivermont were thoroughly en-
tertained and thrilled with the presentation of the lovely high
LEFT TO RIGHT: Mrs. Horace L. Chandler,
General Chairman of the Ball; Mrs. A. D. Miller,
Budget and Finance; Mrs. Longino A. Cooke,
Jr., Decorations_, and Costumes and Mrs. W. 0.
Little, Publicity.
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MRS. 0. V. NELSON, President of the Memphis
Chapter of J-U-G-S Inc. welcomes guest to the
organizations ball, the theme of which was
BOOKLET girls for the J-U-G-S Annual Charity
and Shelby County schools.
school senior girls who represented various business establish-
ments and organizations of Memphis and the Mid-South area.
Pictures included in this format portray the gaiety and frivolity
that permeated the entire affair and weekend.
Ball — all from local high schools in Memphis
Left to right: Mrs. Anderson Bridg es. Chairman, Souvenir Booklet; Mrs.
J. Murles Smith, Reservations and B usiness Manager; Mrs. L. H. Griffin
and Mrs. Johnny Johnson, Choreogra phy; Mrs. 0. V. Nelson, President
and Co-Chairman of Costuming; Mis s Marie Bradford, Selection of Living
Ads, and Mrs. A. D. Miller. Budget nd Finance.
Karen Chandler, living ad repres-
Company.
ented Universal Lite Insurance
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Left to right: (S ea te d) Mrs. John Gordon,
Chairman, Presentation; Mr. A. C. Williams of
WDIA, Master of Ceremonies; (Standing) Mrs.
Harold Lewis, Chairman, Subscriptions, and Mrs.
Johnny Johnson, Choreography.
DEBRA HARDIN, one of the many beautiful
living ads was Coca Cola Bottling Company's rep-
resentative.
Robert "Honey boy" Thomas
WDIA Music Director
12 Noon — 3 P.M.
Soul Power 1070 Soul Power 
Craftsmanship lives in Benchmark.
Measure your Bourbon against it.
The men who make this Bourbon still
think you can do a better job if you care
a lot for your craft.
So, they were happy with the name
Benchmark. It means, "that which others
are measured against".
They think their Bourbon lives up to
its name.
Taste it and see what you think.
Benchmark—
Seagram's Premium Bourbon.
*)eftprilli
\ CH MAR•:'
ram's Benchmark Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey. 86 Proof. Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Louisville, Ky.
Most Women have hidden beauty. Enhance your natural beau
with a lovely 100',:. Human Hair Fal 1
Human Hair Specia
Shortie Wig 
 
..12 5
Hand Made Wigs  
39:  
Wiglets 5 9 5
Cascade 
 1695
Afro Department
Afro Bush Wtg  
 2495
Afo Wtg  9
Yes We Shope The Afro
Bankamericard
We Honor
Master Charge
"T hrough our scientific
genius we have made of
the world a neighborhood;
now through our moral and
spiritual genius we must
make it a brotherhood."
Martin Luther King, Jr.
There was this sense of
brotherhood among the partici-
pants in the Martin Luther
King Commemoration March
here in our city last Friday.
People came from all walks of
II f e, government, entertain-
ment, unions, civil rights and
fields and places too numerous
to name to pay homage and
tribute to the life of this great
leader of mankind.
Last weekend should have in-
deed been in the words of
Senator Edward M. Kennedy,
who accepted the invitation of
COME, and AFSCME Local
1733 to speak, as a "day of
hope." It brought people of
various religious and racial
backgrounds for a common
cause. There were memorial
services held in various church-
es and synagogues on the life
and works of Dr. K i n g. A
strengthening of the ecumeni-
cal spirit can be attributed to
this weekend. The Rev. James
Jordan, pastor of First Baptist
Beale Street offered prayers
before the march at St. Pat-
rick Catholic Church.
Then there was the private
wreath laying ceremony Fri-
day morning, where Dr. Ralph
ERMA LEE LAWS
David Abernathy and Jerry
Wart paid homage at the Lor-
raine Motel before a group .of
ladies who have continued to
hold memorial services each
Sunday and representatives of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
who were holding their thirty-
seventh Southeastern Confer-
ence at the Holiday Inn-River-
mont.
This conference was steered
by Bluff City's own Velma Lois
Jones, who is Regional Direc-
tor for this area. It drew na-
tional officers, Mrs. Pauline
Puryear, Nashville, Mrs. Lan-
retta Naylor, Chicago; M r s.
Carey Preston, Chicago and
Mrs. Vivian Chambers, from
Montgomery to name a few.
A highlight of the three-day
conference was a public lunch-
eon and folks are still talking
about the stirring way Mertls
Ewell sang a medley which in-
cluded a moving tribute to Dr.
King. She was accompanied by
Catheryn Johnson.
Here several outstanding and
hard working ladies were hon-
ored as "Women of Action."
Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, Jr., re-
ceived the "Woman of Action
Award" for her untiring work
as executive secretary of the
NAACP. Receiving citations
along with her were Miss Eu-
nice Carruthers, Mrs. L a w-
rence Coe, Mrs. Mary Collier,
Mrs. Samuel Crossley, M r s.
Fred Dreifus, Mrs. Frances
A Vit •, lkytirikke'l se'ir°
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Hale, Mrs. Benjamin Hooks,
Mrs. Loretta Kate., Mrs. Whit-
tier A. Sengstacke, Mrs. Katie
Sexton, Mrs. 0. C. Suttle s,
Mrs. Charles Terrell, Dr. Jua-
nita Williamson and Mrs. Ell-
sabeth Rages.
Thomas Jenkins, Director of
the Southern Field 011ie e,
U. S. Commission on Civil
Rights was the dynamic speak-
er for the occasion. Fashions
were shown by Goldsmith's
and the New Breed Industries
from New York.
Mrs. William Mardis, is ba-
sileus of Beta Epsilon Omega
and Mrs. Harry A. Thompson,
was General Chairman of the
Regional.
Here and There. . .There's a
Red Balloon Players Company
on the scene. A committee has
established a permanent chil-
dren's professional theater.
There is a need for esthetics
in the lives of our children and
this group hopes to be produc-
ing shows by this $umme r.
They'll have pay performances
In theaters, but the perform.
ances in the parks and commu-
nity centers in the inner-city
will be free. Of course, they
need funds and when you rec-
ognize the names of the Board
members you may contact
them and make contributions.
Members of the Board of Di-
rectors are Mrs. Stephen Mal.
In, chairman, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack D. Baxter, she's acting
secretary-treasurer; Miss Jo-
anna Helming, resident direc-
tor, she has a B. A. Degree in
theater from the University of
Florida and a master's degree
in theater from Memphis State
University and is currently
teaching at Southwest Texas
State College in San Marcos,
Texas. She's bringing broad
experience, eh?
Other Board members are
Roosevelt Boyce, Tom Bur-
gess, Eugene Coleman, Tommy
Evans, Mrs. Albert Gore, Mrs.
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Mori
Greiner, Mrs. Benjamin L.
Hooks, Alan Just, Dr. Stephen
Malin, Dr. Binford H. Peeples,
Miss Judy Powell, Johnny D.
Hiawatha Art
And Social
Club Is Feted
The Hiawatha Art and Social
Club held a meeting at the
Lelia Walker Clubhouse re-
cently, and hostesses for the
affair were Mrs. W. A. Bisson,
Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby and
Mrs. Earl Green.
They treated members to
dinner at a well-known res-
taurant, and made plans of
Group.
Mr. Lincoln, is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington
High School where he was
vice-president of the National
Honor Society, a recipient of
the Academic Awards for
Scholastic Excellence, presi-
dent of the Esquires, a mem-
ber of the band, the Drill
the celebration of the club's Team and the Student Council.
June Wedding Planned
For Miss Mayweather
Mr_ and Mrs'. Tsvillard L.
Mayweather of 1263 Greenwood
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Emma
Louise Mayweather to Cecil
Eric Lincoln, son of Mrs. Rich-
ard Reeves of 588 S. Orleans
and Dr. C. Eric Lincoln of New
York city.
The bride
-elect is a graduate
of Hamilton High School and is
anniversary in April. Reports 
of Tennessee at Knoxville,1 He will receive his Bachelorwere made on the City Fede- 
where she is a member of the
ration Recital. of Arts Detree in June from
Members present were Mrs.
Flora Cochrane, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Martin, Mrs. Jessie Lock-
hart, Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson,
Mrs. Emma Johnson, Mrs.
Louise Gaston, Mrs. Lucy
Fowlkes, Mrs. Thelma Hooks,
Mrs. Grace Tardy and Mrs.
Lucille Wilson.
And Miss Maggie Newsom,
Mrs. Winnie Hill, Mrs. Letti
Poston, Mrs. Amanda Smith,
Mrs. Beulah Smith, Mrs. Willa
Brisco, Mrs. Cordelia Vims
and Miss B. C. Lenoir, report-
Memphis Lass
Attends Angel
Flight Meet
NEW ORLEANS — Miss
Margaret M. Boyd, daughter of
Mrs. Lucy Boyd of 1221 S.
Willett, Memphis, attended the
14th National Angel Flight
Conclave just concluded in
New Orleans.
Miss Boyd. a student at
Tennessee Agricultural and
Industrial State University,
represented her Angel Flight
Unit at the conclave. The An-
gel Flight is a national wom-
en's organization which sup-
ports objectives of the Arnold
Air Society, an honorary asso-
ciation for Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps ca-
dets.
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a student at the University
Dance Grou and the Black
s areStudent Union.
At Hamilton High she was member of Kappa Alpha Pis
president of the National Fraternity, the Pan Hellenic
Honor Society, a majorette in Society, the Judiciary Council,
the band and a member of the the Student Council and the
Deb Teens and Modern Dances
Fisk n1.iversit whe1 he i
Golf Team.
EMMA MAYWEATHEAR
Your new telephone
directory will be coming out
very soon. So now is the
time to order that extra
listing you've been needing
.for grandparents or
children—aunts or uncles.
By EARL CALLOWAY est friends one may have may
be of another color.
While the dialogue and rhy-
thmic flow of these two works
black community to observe are not presented in order to
the potent talents of two local achieve the desired climax yet
playwrights whose dramas they have merit and show abili-
"Take Care of Business," by
Marvin X, and "And We Own
the Night" by Jimmy Garrett.
Although the two productions
are contemporary and deal with
the happenings of blacks, they
are using the racial theme as
its only vehicle for their drama.
Instead the two works deal with gro enters the store of Mr.
circumstances which are in a Glas. While this refugee from
sense • relevant in todays so-  GermanyNegrofugiatinvde 
engage
abrill in a ebrilliant yovunrg.
ciety and seeks to brings a ,
deeper social element that is bal confrontation, a pregnant
girl adds to the complications
by fainting inside the little half-
lit store, weak from exhaus-
tion.
This in brief is the circum-
stances of William Hanley's
interiguing and herculean dra-
ma, "low Dance On A Killing
Ground."
Under the direction of Harold
Johnson, the production at the
Louis Theatre, 35th st. and
Michigan ave. is a virbant ex-
cursion into the recesses of
"And We Own the Night" wrecked lives, who group in the
makes a dramatic impact upon dismal darkness expecting to
our contemporary times. Miss find hope and ultimate a solu-
Foster has dealt with the sea- tion.
sitive relationship in a unique David McKnight as Randall
manne r, a white
-oriented brings to his role an expressive
mother, her revolutionary son vigor to provide the tragic rhy-
and his aggressive friends. thm which motivates a precise
One is forced to ask theques- facet of humanity. Iry Ross,
tion however, "Am I White be- is an uncompromising actor
cause I want the best in life." who has a gift of adding just
Must One narrow his potential the right touch to make a
because there exists an obses- drama live. Joel Maree, is
sion for black pride and in fascinating and provides indivi-
many cases causes a separa- dualistic spirit and color to
tion between some of the dear- the role of Rosie.
Sias, Henry B. Sutton, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Swanson, Mrs. Ja-
cob C. Turner and Lamar Wal-
lis.
Mrs. Adele Stafford was
through here recently on her
way borne to St. Louis from
Hot Spring s. She formerly
taught at LeMoyne College and
her friend Mrs. Philip Booth
picked her up at the airport
where they had dinner and on
to the dedication of the new
cottages at Goodwill Homes.
Her late husband was George
Stafford, who was well-known
In these parts. Mrs. John Out-
law, Mrs. James Hulbert and
Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., were
among those showing hospitali-
THEATRE WING
Or.
The Then and Now Look in
Fashions will be presented Sun-
day from 5 until seven at Club
Rosewood by the PALS. Mem-
bers of this coterie are N r a.
Fred (Lois) Brown, Mrs. Fred-
erick (Betty) Gran t, Mrs.
Fountain (Hattie) Gregory,
Mrs. Calvin (Clara) Harris,
Mrs. John (Joyce) Johnson,
Mrs. Lawrence (Magnolia)
Johnson, Mrs. Floyd (C h r I @-
tine) Malone, Mrs. Arthur
(W illen e) Patterson, Mrs.
James (Betty) Horton and
Mrs. Edward (Willie) Wade.
Yours truly will be narrator.
Alpha Beta Sorority will pre-
sent 1),-. Wendell Whalum and
the Morehouse College Glee
Club Sunday, April 27, at 4 o'-
clock in Bruce Hall of Le-
Moyne-Owen College. They're
always terrific!
And Mrs. Jolutetta W. Kelso
left Tuesday for a tour of the
Orient. She'll stop in Hawaii,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and other
interesting points.
Community Drama
Show New Talent
The Easter weekend became
a showcase for citizens of the
found in the black family.
Van Jackson directs "Take
Care of Business" this passion-
ate account of several youths
who are being held in a south-
ern jail, pictures the dramatic
circumstances of their per-
dicament and the serious rela-
tion of a father and son trying
to cope with their problems in
spite of the "generation gap".
This sensitive work merits a
longer run.
ty and dramatic concept.
• • •
SLOW DANCE ON THE .
KILLING GROUND .2
The pitter-patter of dashing
feet breaks the deathly silenee
of blackness and a young Ne-
Henri Noel Joins
Henri Noel joined the cast Of
"Jacques Brel Is Alive A n d,
Well And Living in Paris," this
week Chicago's biggest hit
sical in many seasons is no w,
at the Happy Medium Theatre.
Henri. a native of New 0 r-
leans, is well-known to the Chi-
cago classical music world. He
won the Lyric Opera of Chica-
go auditions, and appeared
both with the Lyric Opera
and the Chicago Symphony.
Noel's credits also i n c 1 ude
seasons with the Santa Fe Ope-
ra Company, The Florentine
iOpera Company of Milwaukee.
as well as concert and oratorio
a p p earances throughout t h e
United States.
Chicago theatre audie nces
last saw Mr. Noel in "The Hits
of Broadway" and his most re-
cent local appearances have
been as bass soloist at the Uni-
versity of Chicago's Rockefeller
Chapel.
Noel is replacing George
Ball who is leaving the Chicago
cast to take over the lead i n
New York, replacing Mort
Schuman.
Tickets for "Jacques Brel Is
Alive and Well and Living In
Paris," priced from $3.50 t o
$6.50, are on sale at the box of-
fice daily irrn 3:45 p.m., and
by mail. There are group
rates available for parties o f
26 or more at George E. Mari-
enthal Enterprises, AN 3-6920.
Dinner and show combination
prices are available at both
Mister Kelly's and London
House.
Performances of ".1 a c q ues
Brel " are Tuesday
through Thursday at 9 p.m.,
Friday and Saturday at 8 and
11 p.m., and Sunday at 6 and
9 p.m. No shows on Monday.
How do you go about mov-
ing 115,000 books in one day?
The 1,400 students at Mon-
mouth C o liege, Monmouth,
Ill., have come up with the
answer. For the move into their
new library each student, men-
and women, will make 10 trips
carrying 10 books on each trip.
At the rate, they will make
the monumental move all in
one day.
Also, you'll want to make
sure your business stands
out in the Yellow Pages.
Don't miss the deadline. Call
our Business Office now.
Sada Coded lid
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Pall Mall
Menthol 100's.
Ion r. .yet milder.
U.S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
"tar" than
the best-
selling
menthol
king
Pall Mall
Menthol 100t.
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PLANNING FASHION SHOW — The Pal's
Social Club will present a fashion show
on the theme, "The Then And Now Look
In Fashions," next Sunday at the Club
Rosewood from 5 to 7 p. m., and some
members are seen here completing plans
Seated from left are Mrs. Willine Patter-
son, president; Omar Robinson, director of
the Douglass Troubadours, and Mrs. Chris-
tine L. Malone, secretary. Standing, same
order, are Mrs. Elmer T. Johnson and
Melvin Bonds, models; and Mrs. Lois N.
Brown, publicity chairman.
Non-Enforcement Of Civil Rights
Must End Church Women Told
NEW YORK (ANP) — The
time has come for the United
States to immediately revamp,
its policy of non-enforcement
of Civil Rights laws, says Mrs.
Shirley A. Chisholm.
In a speech at the Hotel New
Yorker on March 28 to 150
members of the Board of Man-
agers of Church Women United
at a breakfast on the final day
of its annual four-day meeting
here, Brooklyn's 12th District
Congresswoman said:
"The fabric of American life
has been threatened like never
before. A new breed of men,
and women in government is
needed; people who can bring
to the tangled web of bureau-
cratic hodgepodge new leader-
4hip; a leadership prepared to
do all in their power to enforce
existing laws for the uplift of
oppressed Americans."
"Black people." she added,
"will no longer accept the bit-
by-bit promises of ruthlessly
dishonest politicians."
Mrs. Chisholm was in effect
issuing a challenge to the Nix-
on Administration.
Prior to her speech to the I
prominent women leaders from
across the nation, th,e nation's
first black Congresswoman
said that she was definitely
considering the possibility of
entering New York's mayor-
ality race. She declined, how-
ever, to say when she would
make the formal announce-
ment.
Said Mrs. Chisholm: "There
is no room in America for a
'them' and a 'us.' There is
only one -America — one citi-
zenship. Neither the mistakes
of yesterday nor the fears of
tomorrow must be allowed to,
spoil the spirit of today. And
black Americans are determin-
ed that it won't because
there is no longer room for
that madness in our life."
Concerning the nation's ur-
ban ills of poverty, hunger, un-
and underemployment, among
others, the black Congress-
woman said that America's
overburden tax-payer no long-
er has the strength to meet
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frigidaira Eier. Automatic Dryer
TOTAL COST 413995
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all the needs by paying higher
taxes. She urged that a broad-
er tax base must lie establish-
ed, citing how in New York
City alone nearly $700 million
is lost each year because one-
third of the real estate in the
city is not taxed.
Mrs. Chisholm asked the
church women to be courage-
ous to look at "the hundreds
of business enterprises owned
by religious institutions that
are off the tax rolls." She
said politicians were not say-
ing anything about these busi-
nesses because of political ex-
pediency.
Another "giant public agen-,
cy" which enjoys the privileg-i
ed status of being tax-exempt,
according to Mrs. Chisholm is
the New York Port Authority.
"The backs of ordinary tax-
payers are being broken daily,
forcing them to seek the tax
havens of suburban life,"
while these giant agencies go
free, she charged.
"In the meantime, underem-
ployment and long term unem-
ployment in the inner city in
some places is worse than dur-
ing the Great Depression."
Noting that 73 per cent of
black people live in urban
areas. Mrs. Chisholm called
the "racism of the American
economy" the most persistant
and dangerous enemy of black
people.
She warned the church wom-
en that black people are no
longer content with "tokenism,
gradualism, nor see-how-far-
you've-comeism," and explain-
ed that the only hang-up whites
have with Black Power is the
adjective "black."
"All other ethnic groups —
the Germans, Irish, Italians —
have had it as they came to
the United States seeking
equality through power, but
they didn't use the word
'white.' The black man brought
over here 300 years ago has
not been able to become fully
assimilated into the society."
They are trying to do this
through consolidation, she said.
(AN F).
Dixie Home Teens
Organize Club;
Pran A Contest
The Dixie Teen Association,
a newly organized organization
for teenagers in the Dixie
Home Project, held a meeting
on Monday. March 24, and
completed plans for the first
annual "Mr." and "Miss Dixie
Homes" contest to be staged
in the auditorium of the Carnes
Elementary School on Sunday,
April 20, at 4 p.m.
The program will be given
for the benefit of the organiza-
tion's Scholarship Fund. Admis-
sion is free, and the public is
invited.
Herbert Lewis is president of
the organization, and Mrs.
Georgia Walker coordinator.
Mrs. Jessie Perino is housing
manager.
Walker PTA Plans
For Spring Tea
The Walker Elementary
School PTA at 322 King rd.,
will present its "Spring Tea"
on next Sunday, April 13, from
4 to 6 p m.
The public is invited to come
out for an afternoon of enjoy-
ment.
Mrs. Hattie Lee is president
of the PTA, and Mrs. Lout se
Crump chairman of the tea.
Charles W. Horner is princl-
pal of the school.
CommendationMedal Given Local Airman
NOVATO, Calif. — TechnicaLCommeadation Medal at Hamil-
Sergeant Isaiah Harrison often AFB, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Harris, Sergeant Harris was decorat
309 Tampa St., Memphis, has ed for meritorious service as a
received lb e U.S. Air Force transportation supervisor af
Hamilton. He was cited for his
outstanding professional skit I,
knowledge and leadership.
He is assigned to a unit of
t h e Aerospace Defense Com-
mand.
The sergeant, a MO graduate
of Booker T. Washington High
School, served in the Pacific
Theater of Operations during
World War H and is also a vet-
eran of the Korean War.
lege as purchasing agent and,children Christopher, four
His wife Beatrice, is the
, 
procurement officer, according Cheryl, two. 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
to an announcement by Mr. erts of Moscow, Tenn.
F. D. Jones, Comptroller of
the College.
Mr. Jones is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Jones of
Claxton, Georgia and a 1961
graduate of Evans High School
in that city. He earned the
B. S. degree in general busi-
ness administration from Sa-
vannah State College, Savan-
nah, Georgia in 1966.
He is a member of the
Southern Association of College
and University Business Offi-
cers and affiliated with the
Baptist Church,
Mr. Jones is married to the l
Arnell Jones Joins JSC Staff
Arnell D. Jones has joined former Marcel Levant, also ot
the staff at Jackson State Col- Claxton, and they have two
and
You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL
:Fe !SHER
1925 UNION • 275-1143
3 ot cy els t .t.tin le* ACID1110
Vood Store
1910 Vance at East — Fine Foods Since 1909
PORK PICNICS
PORK ROAST
FRESH
1.11.
BONELESJ
SHOULDERS LB.
33c
49c
c 9UPON
Os VHF OEM
INSTANT
COFFEE
40c OFFON ANY6 OZ. ORLARGER
Ver,h ehol $.5.00 oeld.roonot
en,11 A'AAIR<•,
' cra
SLICED FOR CHOPS
I PORK LOIN t, 59c PORK STEAKS LB 59c HANIBURtiER 3 45c
li`ccoi°1 59c SMOKED JOWL LB 29c BEEF LIVER 45c 
29TAKLA WAFERS 14 C
No. Flavor II se 5, el, As o or
COOKIES . 3/1"
iitedifs &CHICKEN 3/1"
15c
29c
59c
10c
19c
29c
59c
AJAX
C-EANEP
GAIN
DETERGENT
DINT), MOORE
BEEFSTEW
(f.iiriDEANS
PATI§YARD With Pump
SAUCE
dirAMER
21 OZ CAN
20 OZ. PKG
24 02 CAN
607 CAN
12 01
JAR
SH W.' FINE
ORANGE JUICE$5100
STRAWBERRIES IEEE
POT DIES
GREENS
RED POTATOES
POLE BEANS
2/450
29c
4/88c
BUNCH
c LBS.
LB
13c
290
250
THRIFTY PAR
OLEO ioz 100
PILLSBURv BALLARD OR PUFFIN
BISCUITS 3/29c
ARAI', AMERICAN IP SINGLES SLICES
CHEESE 12 OZ. PKG. 49e
"GERMAN-STYLE BREADS '— Ital ion Lasagna —
RicLorto Cheese—Spanish Noodles— Italian
Salami 
- Proscuitti—Sulami—C,A•o, Brotnursr,
Knocknursr, BrounschwHg..r Liver, Blood Sao
suge, Tongue & Blood, Bockvourst, Etc.
Prices Good Thurs., Aprtl 0 Theo Wed., April 16
'801
Open I I 00 Al to 3 M. --. 4.00 P.M. to 1.00 Private insnme•1 Renews Foe
Your Pooty. Pb. Can I.E. C•re of Parties of $ He 150. Ca/I tor Ito &&&&
Make it an Old Forester kind of party.
It brings people together.
At Mb or 100 proof "There is nothing better in the market."
)11110CPLY STRAW BOSABON mod • 06 MOP • 1M Me 0011111MI1N1•811170114MAIIIASICERS COPILITION•Ai LIINSIIIE NI INIMPOINF.
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HOME FOR SALE
Bethel Grows — 2 basing:MS wadi. Iv-
tog room. dining room. peisseusat
Mau* upestuOra can be ecersiesel luto
MURUROA ANSI. 2 Air 4014111100110144
attic teei flropiaice, new roof, a waits
with Work bench. Large fenced kaak
yard Shurbs and trees Equity Mkt
assume $8,560 not* or new loan.
741-6232
UNGER 11110-1A0
'67 modal Singer Sewing Machine
Makes buttonholes, tansy designs does 
overYthlog. $12 or take up oarnients
Of $5.00 seastk. purchase of furniture Direct41111-6509 Plans are under way to es-
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS Factory to you. No 
middle man
Equivalent Test Short 'Freak* to 
- 1 cast. Name Brand furniture —
able high school dropout to "sae Mid-
valont test for High Sebald. working men's prices. All furn
NqRTHWOOD PARK
ure 5% above factory price.
APT.
SParious 2 Red room API Central Heat,
wired For A C. Water paid, $59.50.
See R. S. Agent. 1146 Bra4love Apt. 11
I. D. MARES seeerv co.
PM. 1211-17511
PEARCE STREET
COURT APT.
Large 2 Bedroom Apt Central Heat
wired tor A.C. Water paid. Stove. Ref
Furnished 662.50.
1033 Faroe Apt. 3
J D. MAKES &MALTY CO.
PM. 5115-1716
EDGEWOOD APT.
Town /Moans Apt. 2-BR.. with Tile bath
and kbower. quiet South Memphis
Location.
1915 South Parkway East. Apt. 5
Water paid. $82.50 mo.
I. D. MARKS HEALEY ('O.
826-17116
COLLEGE PARK APTS.
Two BR Central Beet, wired for A.C.
Water Paid, Stove, Ref. Furnished
565 00 too.
tee Mr. Suggs 657 Haynes Apt. 2
YJ. D. REALT CO.
525-1796
D&D Furniture
Company
Phone 393-3810
DR RECEPTIONIST AND
PRACTICAL NURSING HIGH SCHOOL
Study at home through horn, study.
Free placement. Write DE SOTO
ACADEMY P. 0. BOX 846 MEMPHIS.
TENN. or PH 273-9270.
MELT RANTED
A Progressive Debit Insurance Corn-
pony in Memphis has opening for an
additional salesman or saleslady. 5
day week. Good starting salary plus
opportunity for rapid advancement.
Call 276-3605 for Interview
BEELINE FASHION HOME STYLI
SHOW - Find me a woman . . ."
Find me a woman that doison't like
fashion arid fun, and you will have
found a most unusual woman Basical-
ly every woman wants to look more
attractive. You too, can be Part of
the exciting world of fashion and can
have Dm while you are working You
can add more money to the family
income plus add more cloths to your
wardrobe. Have a Beeline style show
in your home or become a BEELINE
STYLIST.
Phone 398-7634
MINISTERS Mid South Appliances
LICENSED BONDED Expert Repairs on Washers. Dryers,
Ref. Deep Freezers, and Air Cond.
' 
PH 458-0067 Mid South Appliance Co.Custom Built Churches Free Estimates,
Financing Available Reputable Work-
manship Call Today smith & Godwin,
General Contractor, 905 Fatival
P.H. 525-6506 & 362-1003
Savea bundle!
College Pork AApts.
, Two BR. Central Heat, wired For
i A.C. Water Paid, Stove. Ref. Furnish-
ed 465.00 mo. See Mr. Buggs, 657\
Haynes Apt. 2.
3 D. MARKS REALTY CO.
PH. 525-1796
Edgewood Apt.
Lease trucks from Town House Apt 2 BR with Tile bath
CARL EAMON!
•
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL. US BEFORE YOU Ani
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
IOR FREE ESTIMATES
OH. FA 7-6031
and shower, quiet South Memphis lams
Won. 1915 South Parkway East. 
Apt,5 Water paid. $82.50 zoo.
I. D. REALTY CO.
PH 525-1796
BUSINESS OPPORTERTTEES --
"WHOLESALE BUYERS WANTED
FOR AUTHENTIC AFRICAN" HANDI-
CRAFTS. GIFTS, OBJECTS OF ART
AND FABRICS. AFRICAN WOOD-
CARVINGS INC. 260 FIFTH AVE.,
NEW YORK. N. Y.
COMMERCIAL raoreetry Ton SALE
Mitchell sod Weaver Rawl
4 Acres with 1 acre Zoned C-1. 1100
Ft. Frontage. Ideal Business location,
Will lease to desirable tenant.
Telephone 652-71145
HELP WANTED
A Progressive Debit Insurance Com-
pany in Memphis has opening for an
additional salesman or saleslady. 5
day meek. Good starting salary plus
opportunity for rapid advancement.
Call 276-3605 for Interview
WANTED
Lady for Etaleawork must be siert and
attractive 21 to 35 years of age
Apply hi Person. 3046 Chelsea Awe,
411.0.•.4P-WeB-410.410.41110-410.4.40-41•411.111144111-41104111041041104•01
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver 
licensCafl
Tennessee Driving School
•
BR 5-3600
LII11.010..........111114111.0.00.111114110410-410**411,41.1.
 `Vaia.• .1 .4
tablish a unique summer thea-
ter in Memphis which will
provide live theatre for chil-
dren, regardless of their ability
to pay. The organization is In-
terested in finding black actors
in the Memphis area.
The Red Balloon Players in-
tend to bring together a com-
pany of experienced adult
actors who will perform for
six-to-twelve year olds six days
a week throughout July and
August.
Three plays will be perform-
ed in repertory Sunday through
Tuesday afternoons at the
Jewish Community Center. In
addition, the Red Balloon
Players propose to tour inner
city neighborhoods Wednesdays
through Fridays, performing at
no charge from a flat-bed
truck.
FURNITURE
WHOLESALE"
Save Money & Time
Call for representatives to
come to your home for any . 
Me p I s
, 
Red Balloon In Search Of
Black Actors
chosen for these tours, with
the cooperation of the Mem-
phis-Shejby County Parks
Commission and interested
members of the community.
An opening meeting will be
held at 4 p.m., Thursday,
March 27, in Room 235 of the
MSU Speech and Drama Build-
ing on Central, to discuss plans
for the Red Balloon Players.
All persons interested in parti-
cipating in the program are
invited to attend.
The success of this endeavor
will depend in great measure
upon community support, both
financial and spiritual. The
truck tour, in particular, will
bring no income, and despite
an extremely low budget, the
Red Balloon Players will be
seeking c o ntributions from
companies and individuals in
the Memphis area.
Various city parks will be Resident director of the Red
Balloon Players will be Jo-
anna Helming, an M. A. grad-
uate of the MSU Speech and
Drama program. Currently
teaching theatre at Southwest
Texas State College in San
Marcos, Texas, Miss Helming
has many years experience in
repertory and children's thea-
tre.
Those interested in joining
this group should do the fol-
lowing: '
BEFORE AUDITIONS:
Prepare a resume to be mail-
ed to: Miss Joanna Helming,
Dept. of Speech and Drama
Southwest Texas State College,
San Marcos, Texas 78666.
Deadline fc mailing: 14 of
April.
Content of Resume:
1) Include a cover letter dis-
cussing kind of work you are
primarily interested in (e.g.
whether technical or perfor-
r......iim m ore INS NMI= loR ma mu See In me en IN ems E1R ER MR um Rs ,MR um In imM ea 
S 12 or older 
WIN THIS
BICYCLE
And scores of other prizes 
In the Tri-State Defender newsboys'
contest.... Call Jackson 6-8397
Ask for our circulation manager...
1
 Immumems no Ho me slis mtimsammmemsmassuma low nweetim massam
i wan ma
MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIESEL
'ermanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
acation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me-
ianics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop,
iood working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYE:a
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162.164.161 REALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450
HAIR COLORING
Rides That GRAY
The Luting Way
1. J. ft 17 liNsagait,
II — 
' 
eves
drill, faded hair be-
cown-e younger looking,
dark and hisbeirmiradis.4
witkip:Igges. STRAND
Nair won't rub .1
Wsat Safe wrAkit
Missegg. lee. Try ST
ONLY 98e
COMPLETE-
114101 1JV
SMARR HAIR COLORIPIC
Woks' of 5 natural shades!
Illsca----1111sca--Dsrt Brown
Medium Brown I ie.* ernwn
Ask tor it at your druggist.
SEE Willie Sims At
Lincoln Center MARK III
30 Other Models To Choose From
• Rod* Hester, Vinyl reef, automatic
• Power stvir.ng, foctory air- conditioning
• Whitewalls, &dim, wheel covers, tinted
glass, 8- cylinder
• Bank financing available
• Plenty of free parking
MCKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC • ilacki'Ne Moore, Prop
Fender Body Work Painting
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 5. SECOND ST.
, PHONE 56 - 7154 RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
Buy U.S.
Bonds
•
CAN YOU USE
. MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVINI1NT
LOCATIONS
Alms, rotss turf vvu
Paiggsfirstrat
s • riv t(r
manes).
2) Include name, campus ad-
dress, home address, Memphis
telephone, age, height, weight,
hair color.
3) Include a photograph (May
be a snapshot as long as fairly
recent)
4) Include a list of your Act-
ing Experience giving the fol-
lowing information: The play,
your role, where play was pro-
duced.
5) Include a list of your
Technical Experience, giving
the following information: The
play, type of work, where play
was produced.
6) Include a list of other re-
lated experience, if any. (e.g.
radio, TV work, speech con-
tests and awards, etc.)
7) Include a summary of
your formal training. This
should contain a list of course
work in both high school and
college; also describe any for-
mal training you have had in
music or dance.
81 Even if you have no for-
mal training, indicate whether
you can dance (what type?),
whether you can play a musi-
cal instrument (which?), and
whether you can "carry a
tune."
References. Ask two per-
sons (preferably persons who
have seen your work in the
theatre) to direct letters of
reference to Miss Joanna Hel-
ming,
AUDITIONS:
Tentatively, auditions will.
be held during the week-end of
April 18, at MSU. Look for no-
tices in the Speech and Dra-
ma Building concerning exact
date, time, place.
Have prepared a 3-minute
scene which should incorporate
movement and should be comic
in nature (the material, how-
ever, need not be from a child-
ren's play).
Also there will be cold read-
ings from scripts brought by
Miss Helming.
If you have further ques-
tions, contact Mrs. Gloria Bax-
ter, Office 227, Speech and
Drama Building, MSU.
New Yorker
Named To
HEW Post
Defense Depot Worker
Helps 30 Teenagers
Winning nine consecutive,
first place awards for design-
ing Christmas docorations at'
the Defense Depot Memphis
would keep most men workinje
full-time. To Jefferson H. Tay-
lor, Sr., an exhibit specialist
in the office of plans and
management, is just part of
the duties he performs at the
depot.
When his work day ends,
this energetic employe turns
his talents to helping teenagers.
He takes special interest in
those who have made mistakes
and need guidance.
"I find that young people are
receptive to fresh thoughts,
while adults are often set in
their ways," Mr. Taylor ex-
plained.
As district chief auxiliary
probation officer for the Juve-
nile Court, he his helping some
thirty boys 13 to 17 years old.
What approach does he take
with them?
"I meet and discuss each
boy's problems with his par-
ents," he explained. "That's
my first step because it often
Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare Robert H.
Finch announced the appoint-
ment of Stanley B. Thomas,
Jr., as deputy assistant secre-
tary for youth activities.
Thomas. 26-year-old N e w
Yorker, comes to HEW from
Philip Morris, Inc., where he
was manager of personnel!
relations.
In his new post. Thomas will
be responsible for developing
policies and procedures that
will coordinate HEW's various
youth programs, plus liaison
with other federal agencies
serving youth. These include
Juvenile delinquency, intra-
departmental youth activities,
summer youth programs, and
the 1970 White House Confer-
ence on Children and Youth.
He will work in the office of
Mrs. Patricia R. Hitt, HEW's
!assistant secretary for 
commu-
nity and field services.
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage.& Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
 •
ATHAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • DiCOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF TALUS
ITS 111711 BEAL STREET JA 0.5300,
 4
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH $
Effective November 29 1 965
S.
%of lloo 5125
lot Oyes RAM to 6 PIA
Isdt 00•• A.M to 2 PM
SUMMER AVE.
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday
CAR WASH
3 100 Summer at Baltic
shows parental rather than
juvenile delinquency. I try to
get the family's help—and I
want to know why the boy
steals, what makes him break
the law."
Mr. Taylor keeps close tabs
on his 30 teenagers. In some
instances, he sets a curfew for
them during their probation
period. He requires each youth
to attend regular church serv-
ices.
"I'll make arrangements for
them to get there and back,
if they can't do so. But I want
the boys in the church of their
choice each Sunday. If I
can get two delinquent boys
out of a hundred to develop
into good citizens, I'll be very
happy."
He places a high value on
religious training and serves
as the pastor of the Church of
the Living God.
Mr. Taylor has completed 24
years of government work at
the Defense Depot Memphis.
"When I retire," he said, "I
plan on doing Christian Youth
Education work on a full-time
basis."
Melrose Graduate, 19,
Shoe Store Manager
At the age of 19, Billy T.
Williams II has become the
manager of Butler's Shoe store,
and the youngest person
the history of the organiza-
tion to become a manager.
It was in 1966, while a junior.
High School,
that he started his career as
a Distributive Education Stu-1
dent.
Under the management of
Jack Bryant, he was employed
at the store as a porter and
salesman.
Within a year and a half, he
was promoted to assistant man-
ager while a senior in high
school. Two months ago be
was made the manager.
Young Mr. Williams gives
equal credit to his achieve-
ments to Fred Brown, his Dis-
tributive Education teacher at
Melrose, and to Mr. Bryant.
/./ 49.,,,,A.VY/Ara1/46/6/17.40W166.41,/,,,,, ,,,,,,  • •
Grob Thh'Opportunity
EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY
Profit pm
every
Valuable balms,
exper,enCe gained will
be Of life-tens kraut.
• •• 'Print Name and Address Below.
Tri-Stat• Defender
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Timm.
C•nd nrv f.rst bundle of paper%
Clip Out This N.". -----
Coupon Or "'e Y" a 300 — Aso --. Dos ista . Year .......
and
FART! $1 to $5
every mil(
in spars time
and Win free Prizes—
If Yee Are shy 12 or Older Use This Coupon New
Mail Today
In en Envelope
In Care of 
Street and No.   L PB.—
Zig Code No. 
lies Na.. I I I 111111
11611111.01611.1111•6161MMile
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
B H
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
M•rophis, Ten n es Do
"YOUR Comport," Make. Whet Yaw Ask for And
Omen What You Think Or
41,1•1101111.101111MMII. 
CUSTOM TAILORS
"Brad-Marr Merchandise Club"
FREE! A seven piece set of A:uminum TEFLON Ills
Yours FREE This Week when you buy a $79.95 volt',
100O Human Hair Wig for only $59.95.
Both are guaranteed. $15.00 Down delivers both
to your home.
As A Club Member.
You Will Receive A
10% Discount
On All
Future Purchases.
Over
400
Items
to
Choose
From.
Call 332-5360
today
or
Write...
BRADMARR
SALES
3570 Cazassa Rd. #7
Memphis Tenn. 38116
 •
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Schola Cantorium Plans Benefit Concert Sunday
The Conference Branch Ml,- shows, including the Ted Mack
Amateur Hour.
nessee's Annual Conference One of the groups is the
sionary Society of West Ten.
will present the Schola Can-
torium of Douglass High School
in recital in Bruce Hall of Le-
Moyne College on next Sunday,
April 13, at 4 p.m. It will be,
directed by Omar R. Robinson.
beard an Sunday.
Troubadours, which will he
Among the selections to be
given are excerpts from "Porgy
and Bess," other Gershwin
tunes, and several spirituals
Schola Cantorium is well- of their own arrangements.
known throughout the Mid- Mr. Robinson is an accom-
South, and two groups within plished and noted musician, a
the organization have appeared native Memphian and graduate
on local and national television of Douglass High School. He
received h i s bachelor of
music degree from Tennessee
State University in 1930, a
m aster 's degree from the
American Conservatory in Chi-
cago, and earned a piano di-
ploma from Indiana University,
and a musical certificate from
Colorado State College.
He is presently completing
requirements for a doctor's
degree in music from the Uni-
versity of Kansas.
Mr. Robinson has been a
for people
going places
0.9
The place is
anywhere! Old Crow makes
it a little more special.
Old Crow
RENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 90 PROOF. DISTILLED MID 00111(0 1! THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY.
LONGER...
YET MILDER.
U.S. Government figures show
PALL MALL GOLD 100's
lower in"tcithan the best-selling
filter king.
•
Desks-Chairs-Filing Cabinets
Office Suppliers
AR.- TAYLOR
CO. INC.
Oat IteNed Sittioday
18 So. Second St.
525-5792
FREE
DELIVERY
I V)
IMO
012
00.0
(4
•
CO)
• ••••
(,)
ea)
• 011110
ONONN•
• NMI
UAW
urnals-led ers-Rin B oks
music teacher in the public
schools for 19 years and is
choirmaster at the Parkway
Gradens Presbyterian Church.
He is a guest lecturer at as
Midwestern university twice a
month. r
Mr. Robinson will accompeny
Schola Cantorium on a tour of:
Europe this fall.
Tickets for the concert may.
be obtained from any members
of the Society.
Mrs. Thelma Hooks is pre
dent of the Society, and Mrs.
F. R. LaMarr reporter.
Olive Branch
Band Takes
Top Honors
The East High School Band
of Olive Branch, Miss., took'
the spotlight on Saturday,
March 29, at Barret's Chapel
High School in Memphis.
The "mighty black and gold
dragon" was a sure winner
with their performances. With
the theme "The Hits of 1968
and 1969," the majorettes danc-
ed while the band played such
hits as "Love life," "Grazing,
in the Grass," "Horse," "30.1
60-90," and "Mission Impos-
sible."
The outstanding majorettes
were Miss Freddye Milam, a
senior, and tail back majorette,
and Miss Dorothy Bassett, a
junior.
C. R. Strong is band direc-
tor, and Miss Ann Ashley ma-
jorette supervisor.
H. B. Wilkinson is principal
of the school.
Supreme Court
To Hear Faculty
Integration Case
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
—The
U. S. Supreme court said last
week it would hear this term
an appeal by the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund,
Inc. to desegregate southern
school faculties.
The Legal Defense Fund
will raise the fa cul ty dese-
gregation issue in its appeal of
a Montgomery County, Ala-
bama school case. The case
would otherwise have been
delayed until next court term
had it not been moved up.
LDF will ask the high court
to rule in favor of assigning
Negro teachers to schools ac-
cording to the ratio of black
and white teachers in school
districts as a whole.
In other words, LDF official
explained, if the ratio of black
and white teachers in a district
is 40:30, each school faculty in
that district should be the
same.
The Legal Defense Fund
says this is the only practical
way to push faculty desegrega-
tion beyond tokenism in re-
calcitrant districts; and that
unless the plan is implement-
ed, faculties will remain virtual
ly segregated.
If the court approves t h e
plan, LDF says, the way will
be opened to eliminate all.
black and all-white schools,,
already out-lawed by t h e
Supreme Court. ME0-0-SOFT
0%
TOP
V!ijAtg
Slashed Prices
Plus Top VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!
TOP VALUE REDEMPTION STORES ARE LOCATED AT:
1520 UNION AVE. EASTGATE
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA FRAZIER
OPEN 10 AM. 'TII. 5 PM. TUE. THRU SAT. CLOSED MON.
H.S.D.A. Choice Tenderay
CHUCK ROAST 59,
Joe Gentry
Takes Ampex
Video Course
Joe Gentry, Jr., 532 West
Mitchell Road, Memphis, re-
cently completed a five-day
closed circuit television work-
shop offered by the Ampex
Video Institute.
; Mr. Gentry, an audio-visual
, specialist for Memphis Com-
munity Learning Laboratory
' in Memphis, Tennessee. was
one of a group of persons at-
tending the CCTV workshop.
The workshop offers instruction
in basic television including
video-tape production, camera,
microphone and studio lighting
techniques.
AVI, established in Septem-
ber, 1966 is a department of
Ampex Corporation educational
and industrial products divi-
sion, Elk Grove Village, Ill.,
60007, and is the only
school of its kind in the nation.
!BREAD
CLOVER
MARGARINE
Church To Install
Its New Minister
The /ay. J. D. Jamerson
will be installed as the pastor
of Mt. Gilliam Baptist Church
in a ceremony to be held at the
church at 1029 Raymond at..
on Sunday afternoon, April 13
at 3 p.m. He succeeds the late
Rev. Eugene Bates who died
this year.
pn hand for the installation
wRI be the Rev. L. R. Donson.
The Rev. H. Aldridge will
be the master of ceremonies.
Mrs. Irene Richmond will be
the program chairman.
The public is invited
U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY
BOSTON ROLL ROAST
KROGER GRADE "A"
FRYERS
COUNTRY STYLE
SLICED BACON
lb. 99
whole lb. 
29
b. 59
KROGER GRADE A
LARGE
EGGS
with coupon and $5,00 addl.
tional purchase, excluding
tobacco and fresh or frozen
milk products.
Doz.
MIRACLE WHIP
SALAD DRESSINGALL 
nuifiAl ES 1401.pkg
qt
4 1 lb 4 oz loaves 1 lb.
490
SPOTUGHT BEAN
230 COFFEE
MOTHER'S BEST880 FLOUR
C
(In Shelby 1ounty only) 40
HOMOGENIZED
MILK
Plain or
self rising
gal 530
590
5 lb bag 490
1 lb
KROGER CRINKLE CUT
FROZEN POTATOES 2 lbs 390
1.1011Z I/11S.  MU. Offer!
..•
tOt
1,111
•
FEATURED "PIECE-A-WEEK"
Now thru April 12
CHOICE OF PATTERN
CORN
FRUIT DISH
ONLY39C
WITH. A $3.00
PURCHASE
Wt.
Es
...r  Large Eggs Doz. ht emeam
with this coupon and $5.00 addition.
On
at purchase, •xcludino tobacc• and me
coelm fresh or frosen milk products. Good
. thru Tues. Ant 15. Limit One ....
14 ir il nin11 1 19111,1 1.11.11 1 1 gr 1 f
all.-Plus Top Value Stamps as
SO with 2 pkgs. Country Oven Snack Curts C:1
50 with 2 plum Horne-lett' Soft Cookies
SO with t cant Kroger VeC-drie Nuts
SO ..h. ierste Angel Food Caw,
SO with a S•tb. bucket of Grounddeaf at It.111
with 340s. or /neve Ground
Chu,* or Ground Round
SO 
with 2 Sirloin or T-on.
Tenderey Steak.
SO
WO 2 Ow Fryer *runt.
L.geCrinlns
SO with t sense areetrastLoin Pork Chops
SO 
wrth anyl Okla. Center-
Sliced Hem
wItn /fry t Wow Km**,
Sneed Luny% lows
SO with Vibe. or more Timm PrideWhole Hee Seutaape
SO
SO
KROGER GRADE "A"
with -pack Tomatoes
wfl$it heeds Lettuce
25 with 11 c or more denanos
25 with C ears Corn
25 Taw INNOINII
L N...1114111116Lial -1.•
25
25
[ii
.11-.11.41.11
- . 
.ar..*,.1*-38acr..7%.-..*Loc-v;.",--1VrtolvIsAvvvrnmillianyonow•anwargri.vovargeonoviv.kmper~".-
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SPORTS HORIZON
MEMPHIIANS SHINE
The first East-West senior
All-American game sponsored
here by the Mid-South Sports
Action, Inc. was an overwhelm-
ing success, arid according to
MSA's Mike Lynn, plans are
already in the making for the
game next year. Coach John
-Wooden of UCLA continued his
winning ways as his West team
thrashed Bob Cousy's East
squad, 98-85, before 8,103 in the
Mid-South Coliseum last Thurs-
day night.
Willie McCarter, the Drake
flash who led the Bulldogs to
a third place finish in the
NCAA tournament, had another
one of his spectacular nights
in the Coliseum. McCarter
pumped m 15 points and for
once here in the Bluff City the
Gary, Indiana, ace didn't des-
troy Memphis State with his
sharpshooting. McCarter edged
out Rick Roberson, one of three
Memphians who sparkled in
the all-star scrap, for the Most
Valuable Player trophy. Terry
Driscoll, the All-American re-
sponsible for making Cousy's
last year at Boston College a
success, was honored with the
sportsmanship award.
McCarter nosed out Rober-
son of Cincinnati for the MVP
trophy. The 6-9 ex-Mitchell'
Road star caught the eyes of,
voters with his superior re-
bounding over the heralded 6-101
Neal Walk of Florida. Walk led!
the nation in rebounding the
past season. Roberson scored
17 tallies and pulled off 13 re-
bounds. Walk managed only
nine points and six rebounds.
McCarter scored eight of his
point total in the final minutes
of the game. Earl Dow of La- late pick to the East team aft-
!mar Tech joined McCarter at er Lew Alcindor decided to,
:guard on the West second unit pass up the game. The ex-Book-
which included Roberson, Bob er T. Washington standout,
Portman of Creighton, and who captained the Badgers and
Dave Scholtz of Illinois. finished the season with a re
Coach Wooden started Bob- spectable 19.5 scoring mark,
by Smith of Tulsa and Oklaho- gave a good account of himself
ma City's Rich Travis at the while scoring eight points in
guards, Bud Ogden of Santa the rough rebounding contest.
Clara and Lynn Shackelford of The officials, who obviously
UCLA at the forwards with were letting the players go at
Houston's Ken Spain manning each other, may have exercised
the pivot. Wooden chose his too much leniency. However,
starting unit on a coin flip. Villanova's Johnny Jones was
Smith scored 14, Portman and the only casualty. The East
forward suffered a cut mouth
from flying elbows in the first
half during some fierce re-
bounding. The Villanova star
continued to play and scored
10 points.
SCOUTS VIEW GAME
The pro basketball draft is
forthcoming, which was an
added incentive for most of
the players who will be talk-
ing contract terms soon. Gene
Shue was looking on, but I'm 
sure the Baltimore coach Three Memphis
would have rather been back
in Maryland getting ready for
the finals of the NBA Eastern 
Division Playoffs. Regular sea- 
s 
tudents Cited
Spain garnered 10 each to give
the West All-Stars five players
in double figures.
Elnardo Webster, the whiz
in every sip
of Seagram's V.0.---the
Smooth Canadian.
CRADIAN WHISKY-A BLEND OF SELECTED WHISKIES. SIX YEARS OLD. 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., N.Y.C.
from St. Peters, topped all unreeled by the four appear-I . 
......
The East's Tom Hagan of Van- to shutout the Chicago Caibs National Foundation Reports ••scorers with 23 but a 50-40 ing clubs. Airtight pitching en- • 
...
..
West halftime lead held up. shied the Chicago White Sox ..
derbilt racked up 16 Jim John- 2-0. A slim turnout of 2,14T . 
11.
••
son of Wisconsin the t h ; r d watched Sammy Ellis hold the 
•.
..
Memphian in the game, was Cubs in clieck. F i v e of t hi 
..
Cubs' seven hits were banged roout by the first four hitters In gress In Birth Defects War
the line-up with Ron Santo ac- 
.
counting for a pair. . Harvey '
Branch, former member of the The National 
Foundation- James Watson, worked with pprtipg" suggested by the Va-
Cubs organization and present- March of Dimes has 
revealed
ly an insurance representative that research it s
ponsored
here, visited Billy Williams aft- more than 20 years ago as A
hard throwing southpaw who against polio formed the basis
in its tighter the game. Branch was a -good gamble'
feels he never go t a r e a l'of a chain of discovery that
chance to make it in the big
to aychacnugeminhautren man show, thneticabiliprtoy-
INDIANS RAP MAYLESs 
double helix, the genes conveycesses
In its Annual Report for "order" to the cells of the next
GIANTS
Willie Mays was to be the
big draw when the Giants and
Cleveland came to town, how-
ever, the great San Francisco
slugger took the day off to rest I
in Birmingham. The Indians
beat the Giants 12-7 with Luis
Tient the victor over Joan
Marichal before 5,447 disap-
pointed fans.
lege's annual Honor's Day
ete Saturday, March 22, inquick to point out that the 91-
Eaton Chapel on campus in66 rebounding margin held by
fiscal 1968, the voluntary health
agency reviews the three dec-
ades of its history and shows
how all diseases of mankind —
physical and mental — are bas-
ically interrelated.
In 1546 the March of Dimes
gave a grant to a small group
of scientists led by Dr.Linus
of scientists led by Dr. Linus
Pauling at the California Insti-
tute of Technology to study the
structure of protein. For this
work, Dr. Pauling was given
the Noble Prize. He had dis-
covered that the protein mole-
cule consists of chains of
amino 'acids in the form of a
helix or spiral,
son champion Baltimore was Dr. Pauling's work set scien-
beaten by New York in the tists to thinking about
Knicks going against the Bos- n wfirst round, so it will be the I isconsin nucleic acid — the basicmolecule of every living cell.
ton Celtics for the Eastern Years later the recipient of a
playoffs title. Three Beloit College students March of Dimes fellowship, Dr.
Both Wooden and Cousy were from Memphis, Tenn., were!pleased with the way their
teams performed with only two among those cited at the col-1 h .ft pti
days of practice. Cousy was
the West was the key to the Beloit, Wis.
win. "You make them give They were Philip M. Jones,
you -a lot of money because class of 1969, son of Mr. and
you're a good one," quipped Mrs. Harold B. Jones, 1183 E.
ter as he left the press room ing the White-Howells English o Newcomersthe smiling Wooden to McCar- Parkway South, cited for hold- T
after a post game picture tak- Prize in Prose (Second); Kath- .$22,861,839 from the public. In
ing and interview session. Mc- erine Furlow, class of 1972, Newcomers were initiated a d d it i o n. the number of
Carter thinks he might go with daughter of Mrs. Georgia Fur-, as Memphians on April 9 at a' March of Dimes-financed Birth
Indiana in the ABA. but nothing low. 839 Randle Street, cited breakfast sponsored by the Defects Centers reached 100
is definite at this time, for holding the Louis Calder Newcomers Welcome Commit- during 1968, an increase of 17
WHITE SOX, INDIANS Foundation Scholarship; and tee of the Memphis Area Cham- over the previous 12 months.
VICTORS Richard Sonnenburg, class of her of Commerce. During fiscal 1968 the volun-
Major league exhibition base- 1972, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-• The event was held on the tary health agency coordinated
eri orris
Dr. Francis Crick and Dr.
Maurice Wilkins, to create a
model of the nucleic acid mole-
cule (DNA) in the famed
form of the double helix.
Among other things, t his
(model explained how, through
chemical arrangement on the
generation] Today geneticists
are decoding the language of
nature in which this informa-
tion is phrased.
••••••
ball returned to Memphis last
week after a long a bsenc e.
Two contrasting games were
ert R. Sonnenburg, 754 N
Graham, cited for holding the
Flora M. Edwards Fund.
Ives Welcome
second floor of the new B.
Lowenstein dr Bros., Inc. store
at 85 North Main.
The next and final step, ac-
cording to the Annual Report,
"will be to 'turn off' genes
that are sick but active, and
'turn on' those that are healthy
but inactive."
Scientists hope some day
to make actual substitutions in
the living body of healthy genes
for sick ones, thus giving man-
kind some measure of control
over the genetic process and
allowing him to interrupt the
transmission from generation
to generation of those ac-
cidents of nature called birth
defects.
"Through three decades The
National Foundation has demon-
strated in the laboratory and
in the clinic, in fighting polio
and fighting birth defects, that
a partnership between the
public and the medical-scien-
tific communities is an effective
way of fighting disease on a
nationwide scale," Gerald D.
Morley, local chairman of the,
voluntary health agency, said
today.
It was reported that in 1968
the March of Dimes received
this headquarters accounting
system with the "Standards of
Accounting and Financial Re-
done' Health Council and The
National Social Welfare As-
sembly.
itueDATti]
1st Mid-South Sisoworf.
HELD OVER SECD
• •
BIG WEEK!
"One of the best fihit:s
of the year"
Rex Reed N.Y. Tires
'jULES DASS,Itt
Up
light
RAYMOND ST. JACQUE5.
RUBY DEE
FRANK SI LVERA ••
ROSCOE LEE BROWNE :
cZ,VG'JULIAN MAYFIEU1,
Tto-Nrcev
Free Parking Daily After 4; :DO P. W.
Attendant On Duty a
PICK YOUR DEAL AT HOEHN
WIN a New CAMARO
Listen to WMC Radio 79 for Details
MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER
361 UNION 5214411
2989 SUMMER 323-5594
• •
• • a
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The Store that cares—about you!.
gii.....,:earys
-
_OPPrii.:ork Loin
Roast
I Rib End Lb. 490
% 
Grade A
Fryers
Unit Lb. 20*
441list taws '81110
Pork Loin
Cut into Chops
Lb. 590
Turkey
Hind Otrs.
Lb. 290
Nom Poo
111.1 11 Sift
S #1
Red
Potatoes
• 10 Lb. Bag 490
/1it\,\ Lb I 390 .
„
Sliced Breakfast
Bacon
Mix Size Pkg.
00
Frisk Starlug
Pork
Sausage
3lb. Bag 1.29
A P
Catsup
14 •z.
21tis. 2154
00—
AIM WW1
sior; MOP Miss
%lb 
Captain John's
I /FIS H STICKS'
3 loot Pkg. 1.00
ALP
Cream style Corn
lona green Peas Cans
Sultana Whole Kernel Corn
17 oz. 1.00
423 N. Cleveland
213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3.561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Ave.
47)30 Summer Ave.
****:PRiCES EXPIRE SAT. APRIL 12th *****
HONOREE AND sums — A fabulous birthday party
was given for Miss Phyllis Plunkett on Saturday, March
22, at the Peyton Place, and she is shown here with some
of the guests who were present. From left are Leo Holt,
Miss Eariene Birt, Mrs. Bernice Mayes, Mn. LaVerne
Chism, Miss Claudia Branch, Joe Banks, Miss Plunkett,
Miss Irene Allen, Miss Dorothy Holiday, neaviand Rob-
inson, Detroit; Mrs. Lillie Pearl Plunkett, Sam Qualls and
Col. George W. Lee. Mr. Robinson is Col. Lee's son-in-law.
Goldberger Says All Support MLK's Dream
NEW YORK, — Arthur J.
Goldber g, president of the
American Jewish Committee,
last Friday linked the ft rat
anniversary of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.'s death to the
Jewish passover which the
former Supreme Court Justice
termed "our own dedication to
human freedom." The Passover
holiday started Thursday, April
3 and continues through April
10.
In a statement marking the
year since Dr. King's assassi-
nation on April 4, 1968, Mr.
Goldberg said that the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee joined
"w ith ell other Americans,
black and white, Christian and
Jew, in its ongoing support for
the America of Martin Luther
King's dream - a land of full
and equal opportunity for black
Americans and white, in a na-
tion united and at peace with
Itself and its neighbors."
THE FULL STATEMENT BY
MR. GOLDBERG FOLLOWS:
"One year ago today, on
April 4, 1968, the American peo-
ple learned with shock and dis-
belief of the brutal killing of
Church Women
To Meet Thursday
At New Bethel
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther and groups vowed renewed de
King, Jr. - that giant spiritlidication to the cause that Dr.
whose ringing articulation of
the dream of equal justice for
all men galvanized the con-
The Women's Executive Coun-
cil of the Baptist General As-
sociation will hold its monthly
meeting on Thursday afternoon,
April 10, at 2 p. m. in the New
Bethel Baptist Church at 907
S. Parkway East. The public
is invited.
Rev. Calvin Mims, pastor of
Castalia Baptist Church, is the
moderator. Rev. Dave Bonds is
host minister.
Mrs. Dorothy M. Brown is
president of the council. Mrs.
Fannie Bynum is church re-
porter.
Stewardess Board
At Collins Chapel
King so ably led.
"1st dedication must, and
shall, continue, despite UIP re
science of our nation during pealed crises that have rent so
the last decade. Imany of our cities and di dded
"In the wake of that great our people during the past 12
tragedy, which improverished months. The American Jewish
all Americans regardless of co- Committee, during this Pass-
lor or creed, many individuals over week in which we cele-
To Present Singer
The Stewardess Board No.
3 of Collins Chapel CME
Church at 676 Washington ave.
will present Thomas Guy in
recital on next Sunday, April
13, at 7:30 p. m. The public is
invited.
The program is being pre-
sented in honor of Mrs. Bernice
Thomas, a retired teacher of
Manassas High Echool.
Mrs. Mattie Davis is president
of the Board. Mrs. Mary Dun-
can secretary, and Mrs. Bernice
Hines program chairman.
The Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel
is minister of the church.
Spring Week
Of Prayer Held
At Alcy Church
A Spring Week of Prayer
sponsored by the Missionary
Volunteer Society of the Alcy
Seventh Day Adventist Church
was completed recently, and
the guest speaker was Elder
Harvey W. Ribble, pastor of
the Northside Seventh Day Ad-
ventist Church in St. Louis,
Mo.
While in Memphis for the
nightly speaking engagement
Elder Kibble was the guest uf
Elder and Mrs. J. M. Doggett.
Elder Doggett, minister of
the Alcy Seventh Day Adven-
tist Church, and Elder Kibble
were pastors in the same dis-
trict in California before they
and their families were trans-
ferred to their present posts.
1Jackson State College
brate our own dedication to
tuman freedom, joins with ail
other Americans, black and
white, Christian and Jew, in
its ongoing support for t Ii e
America of Martin Luther
King's dream- a land of full
and equal opportunity for black
Americans and white, in a na-
tion united and at peace with
itself and its neighbors."
Hires New Accountant
According to Frederick D.
Jones, comptroller at Jackson
State College, Leroy K e II y
has assumed the duties of chief
accountant at the college busi-
ness office. Mr. Kelley will be
in charge of the accounting de-
partment and general office
personnel supervisor.
He is a native of Goldsboro,
N. C., and a graduate of t h e
Dillard High School of that
city. In 1956, Mr. Kelly receiv-
ed the B. S., degree in account-
ing from North Carolina Co l-
iege at Durham. He has also
done further study at Fort Val-
ley State College, Fort Valley,
Ga.
From 1956-57 he served as an
Instructor at the Barnes Busi-
ness College, Goldsboro, N. C.
From 1958-62, he held the posi-
tion of salesman and bookkeep-
er at the Carolina Printing
Company. From 1963-68 be
worked at St. Augustine Col-
lege and from 1966-68 at Fort
Valley State College.
30 REST RUES TO GET
MIRE CAR III YOUR MOIETi
A Negro
started the most
important bank
in the world.
Old Taylor Presents:Ingenious Americans
Charles Richard Drew 0905-1950
Emergency. Someone needs
massive blood transfusions imme-
diately. The doctor makes one
simple phone call, and in minutes
the proper type is delivered, enough
of it to save a life. Every day, in vir-
tually every country of tht, world,
blood banks perform their life-
saving service.
We take blood banks for
granted today, but less than 30
years ago this one simple phone call
was impossible. It was not until
1941 that Dr. Charles Drew, then
director of the British Blood
Plasma Project, introduced the rev-
olutionary idea of a central deposi-
tory for blood.
Drew's next step was to
improve the methods of preserving
blood. And as the first director of the
American Red Cross Blood Bank,
he supplied much-needed plasma to
the United States Armed Forces.
But it was not only through the
banking of blood that Dr. Drew
made his mark. In the 1930s, as a
professor and head of surgery at
Howard University medical school,
Dr. Drew trained and encouraged
hundreds of young doctors. Under
his strong leadership, the enroll-
ment at Howard swelled.
Shortly after the war, Dr. Drew
was named surgical consultant for
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT 15OURSON WHISKEY, 86 PROOF. THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.
the United States Army. Then, a
year later, his brilliant career was
brought to an abrupt halt. He was
killed in an auto crash.
Although he died young, Dr.
Drew left an enduring mark in
many fields. He had been an out-
standing athlete and coach, a mag-
netic speaker, an inspired teacher, a
dynamic administrator, a gifted sci-,
entist and a skilled surgeon.
OldbTay-ICENTUCKY STRAIGHT ROUPROM
01968 THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO.
9
6
9
•
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Last year 2700 children were taught b
people who have never completed eve
one year of college training.
N THE TRI-STATI DEIFINDEN NEWSSTAND DinscTourfie Tri-State Decider Sets On Sale Each Thursday At Tie Fellewisi
Altissmider Sundry Jiffy Sundry POST OFFICE Wool..387 Lee*
Alifol• Cash Grocery
662 Wellington 5274150
Bungalow Sundry Prr
3492 Chelsea
Barley's Drug Store
2547 Stood Avenue
ISall's Sundry
943 Lauderdale 526-9940
College Stre•t Sundry
1140 College
Centre' Pr•acription
550 Vasco
Centro/ Sundry
106 E. Calhoun
Ewing Esse Servic• Sr.
867 Mississippi
Ford Reed Drivinin
.3199 Ford Rood
Fort's Solon
729 Randle
Georg* N•ws
1101 Fireston•
Glenview Sundry
1550 Netiverwood
Golden's Sundry
2533 Pork Are. 324.9322
Gess Pharmacy
446 Salk., Avenue
Mourkins Grill
1247 E. McL•reors
3.13. Sundry
615 Vance Avenue
Jel Driee-In Grocery
1560 S. Parkway E.
Jefferson Grocery
4791 Horn Lak• Rd.
2509 Pork Ave 452-3101
Jiffy Sundry
752 N. Dunlap
Joe Neng Grecery
1551 Nearervireod
Pork Kwick Drive Inn Gro
2268 Park Are
BitIlevuis 7'11 Drive Inn Gra.
1804 5. Bell•vire
3 & 3 Sundry
2119 Chelsea Ave
Pearson Grocery
Wisavisr Rd.
Kauffmon Drivit•In Grocery
1297 Laud•rdole
Klondyk• Food Center
1287 Vollentine 276-9509
K lonslyk• Sundry
1293 Vollentive 272-3112
L.& M Setteety
142 Silverage
McCaw** Sundry
349 Vance
Magnolia Sundry
2037 Boyle Ave
Model Laundry
204 W. Brooks
Monte.,
On Madison
Mead Sundry
448 Walker
Mac Drive-In
367 Tillman
NEWS MART
All Out-of-Town Papers
10 N. Main 526-9648
Oriole Drug
1014 Mississippi 942-1712
Beale Branch South 34
Pont... Drug 12
209 Beale
Prospect R•vall
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
Royal Sundry
2495 Carnes
Rosewood Pharmacy
1918 Lauderdale
Ros• Lynn Sundry
429 S. Orleans
Sande. Drug Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 948-4531
R•voll Drug.
2445 Chelsea
Silver Star Drive-In GIO•
1785. Mitchell Rd.
Sityroore Sundry
Vonc• & Lauderdale
Suburban Drug
752 E. McL•mor• 948-4576
Stroa ter Drugs
2192 Chelsea 276-2588
Smith Sundry
1447 Florida
SMI th's Terrace Servic• Sta
337 Mitch•ll Rd.
Trigg Avenue Sundry
45.5 E. Trigg
Suarez Pharmacy
1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526-9727
Pam, Supermarket
226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
All Out-of-Town Papers
115 Monroe Ave 526-9920
V IN Sundry
3092 Chelsea
ffiffv Sundry
2541 Supreme
Triple A Sundry
303 Van..
L•ncniv Sundry
2086 Chelsea
L incoln Sundry
652 Richmond
Wellington Street Sundry
918 S. Wellington
Prescott Drugs
S. Sellerue & Gill
ittle Li,. Sundry
1649 Latham
General Drugs
281 W. Mitchell
News Vender
Kroger S. in
News Vender
Main at Linden
News Welder
Main at Vance
News V•nder
Main at Calhoun
News V•ndmi
Kroger Airways at Lamar
Vic's Sundries
3013 Johnson Ave
Wellington Sundry
Wadl ington
251 E. Mel-0°10..1r.
!MEMPHIS' SUPER SOUL
STATION
MELLOW JACK 1340 AVERY DAVIS
- WILDCHILD NIGHT and DAY JOE B. YOUNG
- BOSS "UGLY" BOB
Hear More Super Soul Music
WITH MEMPHIS'
SUPER SOUL "DJ's" 
There is only one with more crowded
classrooms than Tennessee
Nearly 100,000 students are being taught
ennessee ranks 46th in funds spent for this year by teachers without a college
chools. degree.
Amount Spent Per Pupil Each year The economy of any state grows as the
quality of its educational system grows—
Louisiana $632
Virginia  $600
Kentucky  $535
Georgia $530
West Virginia —$521
North Carolina— $506
Tennessee  S485
These are the FACTS! If you care about
our children and the future of Tennessee,
6 out of 10 prepared-to-teach college you can do something about it--Talk or
graduates do not teach in Tennessee. write to your senator and representative
In 1968, thirty-four states recruited Ten- today and urge him to appropriate suffi-
nessee teachers away-- dent funds for quality education in
Tennessee.
Paid by the Memphis and Shelby County
Education Associations as a public service
Did Muhammad Ali Bow To Muslim Edict
By DAVE POTTER
I Special To Tri-State Derr-oder)
From all outward appear-
ances at least, it seems that
former heavyweight boxing
champ Muhammad All and his
spiritual leader, Black Muslim
prelate E lijah Muhammad
have buried the hatchet which
last week severed the bonds
between them.
Last weekend, the Daily De-
fender learned that Muha m-
mad had ousted Ali from the
Muslim ranks because the ath-
lete had hinted that he would
return to the ring to raise mon-
ey to pay off his debts. IThat statement earned him
what now is defined as a slap
on the wrists in the form of a
page-three condemnation in the
HERE FOR MARCH — Mrs.
Syvilla Pettiford of Los Ange-
les was among those who
marched in memory of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., here
on last Friday. Mrs. Pettiford
and her three children are visit-
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Turner Armstrong of Atoka,
Tenn., and came to Memphis
especially for the march, which
she described as a "solemn
occasion."
101st Anniversary
Ebenezer Baptist Church
will celebrate its 101st anniver-
sary on next Sunday, April 13,
and the guest speaker will be
the Rev. 0. C. Collins, pastor
of Progressive Baptist Church.
The public is invited.
Eddie Murphy is chairman
of the observance. The Rev.
E. L. Slay is pastor of the
church.
Tennessean
Is Appointed
To FHWA Post
Triansportation Secre rary
John A. Volpe today announced
the certation of a new post —
Special Assistant to the Ad-
ministrator—within the Federal
Highway Administration
(FHWA) for the purpose of en-
suring enforcement of recently-
issued equal employment op-
portunity requirements for con-
tractors on Federal-aid high-
way projects.
The order announced by
Volpe on March 17, 1969, re-
quires that specific equal em-
ployment practices be m ade
part of every Federal-aid high-
way contract or subcontract
of $10,000 or more.
Filling the post is Alexander
D. Gaither, a native of Knox-
ville, Tennessee, and a veteran
Federal employee in the field
of intergroup relations.
Mr. Gaither, one-time high
school principal and circulation
manager of the Pittsburgh
Courier newspaper, first enter-
ed Federal service in 1939 with
the National Youth Administra-
tion.
Currently chief of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Di-
vision of the Federal Highway
Administration, Gaither was
special assistant to the Presi-
dents of Wilberforce University
and Central State University
as well as holding posts with
the War Manpower Commission
and the Department of Housing
and Urban Development prior
to joining the Bureau of Public
Roads in 1966.
Married to the former Doro-
thy Gaither of Knoxville, Ten-
nessee, the Gaithers have two
daughters and a son.
One of Gaither's brothers is
Alonzo (Jake) Gaither, famed
football coach of the Florida
MEM University Rattlers.
THE
-Pettitgitielt,
BRA
. . . like no other
The miracle bra, lifts and shapes
the large bust ... the small bust
appears larger. Design patented
by Penny Rich. Complete comfort!
No strap strain! Sold by expert
fitters. Dacron polyester and cot-
ton or DOOR lace, or all cotton.
5.95 to 16.95. Sues 28 to 46,
A to GC.
ADVERTISED WOVE
April 4 issue of the office lida told the Daily Defender
Muslim newspaper, "Muham-Ithat her husband indeed mouth-
mad Speaks," In - an article ed the apologetic-s ounding
headlined "We Tell The Worlthstatement, but "that was be-
We're NOT With Muhammad fore he decided to say nothing
Ali," Elijah Muhammad took to newsmen." For most of t h e
the boxer to task for even week. All has been cloistered
thinking of a fistic comeback. in his eleganUy furnished bun-
But early this week, All, in galow at 8500 S. Jeffery blvd.
a telephone interview told a Also holed up in opulence
Florida sports writer that he was the elder Muhammad him-
probably deserved the blast self, who has been terme
from Muhammad. "unavailable" f o r almost a
"The honorable Elijah mu- week now.
hammed has a right to spank John Ali, national secretary
all of us Muslims. I'm his hum-of the University of Islam and
ble servant. What I said was a former manager of Ali, shed Supreme Court two weeks ago
out of place," All was quoted little light on the Ali-Muham- ruled that his case should be for Ali to convince Muhammad
as saying, mad situation Wednesday. reheard because the govern- that boxing isn't as bad as Its
Yesterday, All's wife, Belin. "All good Muslims accept ment "-hugged" several t el e- cracked up to be.
the advice of the honorable phone conversation' between
Elijah Muhammad," he t o 1 diAli and his legal advisors.
the Daily Defender. Though he At first it was wondered how
would not elaborate on his could All stage a boxing come-
statement, it appeared to indi- back and, at the same t i m e,
cate that all was well between mend fences between himself
the former warring Muslims. and Muhammad.
He also said another state- Now the question is how can
meat from Muhammad would Ali raise an admittedly large
appear in the next (F rida y, but undetermined amount of
April 11) issue of "Muhammad money with the sanction of Mu-
hammad.
One possible solution could
be for Ali to step up his college
speaking schedule, where he
earns a $1,500-per-speech fee.
Another way would be
Speaks."
All reportedly needs funds to
pay legal fees he incurred
while fighting his 1967 draft-
dodging conviction. The U. S.
TO SING APRIL 27 — The famous Morehouse College Glee
- Club will be presented in concert here Sunday afternoon,
April 27, at 4 p.m. in Bruce Hall of LeMoyne College, and
the sponsor is the Alpha Beta chapter of Alpha Pi Chi Sor-
ority, Inc. The concert will benefit the chapter's annual
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scholarship fund. Tickets are on sale at Goldsmith's David-
son's Grill and Union Protective Life Insurance Company.
Mrs. Thelma Davidson is president of Alpha Beta, and Mrs.
Margaret Toler publicity chairman. Dr. Harold Whalum, a
former Mehphian, is director of the glee club.
INCLUDING
THE KITCHEN 1
• Sin •
in the
Classified Pages
where someone, somewhere at sometime or other is seeking
out tliose personal possessions that are.no longer being used
